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Pluralism workshop 
found inadequate 
By Jennifer Almquist 
By now, most of us on campus know, 
or at least have a general idea, of what is 
meant by a "pluralism workshop." A 
few days before customs week began, in 
the middle of a training workshop for 
HAs and customs people called "Plural- 
ism for Leaders," some students ex- 
pressed concern that something was 
lacking in last year's pluralism agenda. 
There was a disconcerted feeling that 
perhaps this subject is more delicate than 
we all thought, and it was recognized 
that first year students should not be 
expected to tackle and resolve every is- 
sue of diversity after only three days of 
being on campus. The format of customs 
week pluralism did not change much 
from last year, but it appears that the 
campus overall may make some adjust- 
ments in an effort to continue to deal 
with issues of racism, classism, homo- 
phobia, ablism, and sexism throughout 
the rest of the year. 
Jean Wu (Division of Special Studies) 
and Joyce Miller (Office of Instituional 
Diversity) have both been instrumental 
in the design of the first year workshops. 
Like last year, the program consisted 
primarily of a larger group of approxi- 
mately forty breaking down into smaller 
groups to discuss specific scenarios. 
Whereas last year's first year students 
attended the program with their cus- 
toms groups, one change instituted this 
year provided for random groups so that 
each student would be able to participate 
in discussions without having to later 
live in close quarters with the members 
of her particular workshop. Still, some 
freshwomen join students from last year 
in the belief that fear of offending others 
and inhibitions prevent full disclosure of 
feelings in the workshops. 
Deborah Cousins, a minority fresh- 
woman from Albany, New York said, "A 
lot of people minced words. No one 
wanted to offend anyone." Anonymous 
evaluation forms completed after the 
workshops indicate that, for example, 
there was "somewhat an air of coercion 
— being encouraged to feel as others 
do." This comment mirrors some of cus- 
toms leaders' concerns in the earlier 
workshop, in which I overheard several 
groups discussing ways to minimize 
freshwomen's feelings that they could 
not say what they truly felt. Perhaps the 
way to dig deeper into these issues lies in 
the follow-ups that come later in the 
year. 
Although last year's follow ups did 
not have a tremendous turnout, Joyce 
Miller commented that many students 
were glad that they had a chance to con- 
sider these issues in smaller settings once 
the initial pressure of getting accustomed 
to the political and social climate of Bryn 
Mawr has dissipated. Miller also ex- 
plained that this year's follow ups will 
function on a "sign up as they choose to 
sign up" basis, which will hopefully 
encourage upperclasswomen to partici- 
pate as well. - 
Renata Razza, another first year stu- 
dent, noted that the workshops are de- 
signed for the average Bryn Mawr stu- 
dent (who is basically white, heterosex- 
ual, and somewhat wealthy) to prepare 
her for the diversity that exists here. Razza 
termed the program "a buffer zone" and 
a "good prep time," but suggested that 
the groups need to be smaller and each 
group should be accessible to its mem- 
bers throughout the year. As a woman 
whose "life depends on the fact that I 
deal daily with racism, sexism, classism, 
and homophobia," Razza feels that stu- 
dents who say that the workshops are 
just prescriptions for the politically cor- 
rect are "letting themselves off of the 
responsibilities that dealing with those 
issues would make you face. PC versus 
not PC is not important to me. lam trying 
to save my life." Razza suggested that 
the "scenarios need to be personalized" 
and that an optional discussion time 
should be available after the official end 
of the workshop for those who want to 
continue to explore pluralism issues. 
Razza's concerns echo those of many 
on campus. When only 4% of the campus 
is African-American, the workshops lack 
those voices. The same could be said of 
continued on page 5 
Judith Butler, a feminist philosopher and political theorist who gave a 
paper at the Philosophy Consortium on Saturday, also conducted an 
informal session of Intro: Feminist Theory (English/Philosophy 292 with 
Professor Diane Elam) on the preceding Friday. Ms Butler spoke informally 
for 15 or 20 minutes about the relationship of feminism to post-modernism 
as developed in her own work, addressing feminist fear of what are 
variously and somewhat indiscriminately termed post-modernist, post- 
structuralist, and deconstructive discourses. 
If my notes were not indecipherable, and Ms Butler's thought and speech 
not so complicated as to defy adequate paraphrase (at least by me), herein 
would follow a summary of her talk. Instead, I'll direct you to the Philoso- 
phy Consortium people, from whom you can get a copy of the paper she 
read at Haverford. Judith Tabron's phone number at the Philadelphia 
Consortium is 526-7353, and Diane Elam's number at the English house is 
526-5305. — Lenore Messick 
Support for students of Color 
considering graduate school 
By Patricia Savoie 
On September 19 and 20, minority 
students from Bryn Mawr, Haverford 
and Swarthmore Colleges met with a 
group of administrators representing 
various graduate schools across the 
country to discuss the representation of 
minority groups in graduate programs, 
and the possibilities existing for each 
student. This program was sponsored by 
the Consortium on the Financing of 
Higher Education (COFHE), a group of 
selective college and universities includ- 
ing members of the Ivy League, the Seven 
Sisters, and various others such as the 
University of Chicago, Duke, Stanford, 
and the University of Michigan. 
COFHE was originally formed as a 
means of exchanging data on enrollment, 
tuition costs, and other topics of mutual 
concern. A topic that has come to the 
forefront recently is the underrepresen- 
tation of minority groups in graduate 
schools and academic professions. Look- 
ing for possible means to encourage their 
own students of Color to continue their 
education beyond the undergraduate 
level, the members of COFHE designed 
this program to initiate a dialogue about 
this underrepresentation and to inform 
students at all the participating institu- 
tions of the options available to them. 
continued on page 5 
Business as usual for the U.S. in CentralAmerica? 
By Jennifer Almquist 
The usual media frenzy which accom- 
panies any major political event seems to 
be concentrated, as one would expect, on 
the important hustle and bustle of the 
United States' involvement in the Middle 
East. Perhaps it will be years after this 
activity before the American public, with 
the help of a stream of media informa- 
tion, will even begin to comprehend the 
causes, intentions, and effects of the Bush 
administration's dealings in these regions 
possessing great abundances of oil. Un- 
fortunately, the media has all but forgot- 
ten our closer Latin American neighbors, 
where a bleak history of repression and 
human rights violations carried out pri- 
marily by governments with U.S. finan- 
cial backing is too difficult to report in an 
"unbiased" and digestible three-para- 
graph news article. 
Rebecca Greco, a Bryn Mawr senior 
committed to Central American issues, 
offered some insight into the present 
situations in El Salvador and Nicaragua. 
"It is interesting to see what we will 
accept as business as usual," said Greco 
as she described the violence and rightist 
oppression that continues in El Salvador. 
The word business, however, encom- 
passes much more than the seemingly 
neverending struggle between the land- 
owners and the lower classes. In fact, it is 
the United States' economic gain and 
business interests that are really at issue 
as Bush and his advisors shape our for- 
eign policy. Just as the media attempts to 
print the hottest stories to capture read- 
ers and earn money, the United States 
seeks to further its financial interests in 
the Middle East and Central America. 
This leads to some embarrassing incon- 
sistencies in Bush's policies. 
Bush justifies sending troops to swel- 
tering Saudi Arabia in the interest of 
democracy and human rights, attempt- 
ing to mask that his actions protect oneof 
our most valuable natural resources. 
Meanwhile, the President follows Re- 
agan's tradition of military support for 
continued on page 4 
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Commencement scheduled for Jewish 
holiday: is pluralism inconvenient? 
Where hypocrisy should have no place 
The Michigan Womyn's Music Festival is advertised as a 
festival for all women, regardless, of their sexual orientation. 
The atmosphereis overwhelmingly lesbian, as one would expect, 
given that 75-90% of the attendees label themselves as gay 
women. For lesbians, the feeling of euphoria that goes with 
finally being in a majority is wonderful; many women describe 
those five days in August as the best in their year. 
Many dykes find it liberating to be in a place where everyone 
assumes that they are lesbian. Unfortuately, this assumption 
leaves bisexuals and straights invisible. There are such offer- 
ings as "Breakfast with Bi-s" and Straight Support Group, and 
two workshops presented about and for bisexuals, but while 
the presence of these services is significant, and appreciated, it 
is not sufficient to make bisexuals, much less straight women, 
feel welcomed. Frequently performers open their sets with, 
"Welcome Lesbians," or laud the festival as a lesbian creation. 
Many workshops implicitly or explicitly exclude non-lesbian 
women. Conversation is also exclusionary. Not only is homo- 
sexuality assumed, but straights and more frequently bisexuals 
are condemned. This marginalization of bisexuals and straights 
at the Michigan Womyn's Music Festival is symptomatic of the 
hypocrisy that is present in the lesbian community at large and 
on this campus. This type of hypocrisy is not limited to the 
lesbian community. Victims of racism oppress other minorities 
with racist behavior, for example. And we are all aware of the 
racist strains in gay communities, and of hetero-sexism among 
people of color. 
The hypocrisy of the lesbian community is, however, particu- 
larily troubling to us. The lesbian community does not exist 
solely to have and talk about sex, exchange good books or sing 
about wimmin. Lesbians need each other for shelter from the 
mainstream world; need to come together to organize against 
the oppression founded in homosexuality. Much of lesbian 
identity is dictated by experienced homophobia and heterosex- 
ism. Part of the community's responsibility is to resist the 
perpetuation of stereotyping and oppression based on sexual 
orientation. When bisexuals and straights are made to be 
invisible at Michigan, when bisexuals on this campus are in- 
volved with men and lesbians stop talking to them, the commu- 
nity is guilty of the perpetuation of the exact form of oppression 
from which it has suffered. 
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To the College Community: 
This year, Bryn Mawr and Ha verford's 
commencement ceremonies will be held 
on Sunday, May 19th. This date coin- 
cides, with the Jewish holiday of 
Shavuout, which is the festival that 
commemorates the giving of the Ten 
Commandments to the Jews. Observant 
Jews celebrate the holiday by attending 
religious services, and by refraining from 
secular activities (such as traveling). 
Last spring, the realization of the con- 
flict prompted the administration to ini- 
tiate a series of meetings, on the presi- 
dential level, in order to determine vi- 
able scheduling alternatives for gradu- 
ation. We were not alone in the over- 
sight; communities such as Tufts have 
changed their commencement schedul- 
ing. 
At the Sunday, September 16th SGA 
meeting, Deans Tidmarsh and Behrend 
were present to discuss the outcome of 
these meetings, and to explain all of the 
various options presented to both col- 
leges. Although many alternatives were 
discussed, the final decision was to hold 
commencement on the originally sched- 
uled day, and to make special arrange- 
ments for those seniors whose religious 
observances would prevent them and 
their families from participating in com- 
mencement activities. 
As members of a community which 
prides itself on a philosophy of pluralism 
and commitment to diversity, we feel a 
tremendous sense of hurt and disappoint- 
ment because of this lack of respect for 
Jewish identity and tradition. While we 
realize that the number of families who 
will be kept from attending graduation is 
small in proportion to the number of 
Jews at Bryn Mawr and Haverford, hold- 
ing commencement on a Jewish holiday 
is an insult to all Jews, observant and 
non-observant, seniors and members of 
other classes. Graduating seniors are not 
the only people whom this decision af- 
fects: any person in this community who 
believes that our schools have an obliga- 
tion to respect the rights of the individ- 
ual, either as a minority or a majority, 
should view this uncorrected mistake as 
an embarrassing reflection on both of 
our schools. 
Although we acknowledge that the 
original scheduling was an oversight, 
rather than a malicious act, we do not 
believe that either school has responded 
appropriately to the situation at hand. 
No formal apology or announcement was 
ever extended to students and their 
families, no student/administrative dia- 
logue was initiated on a campus-wide 
scale, and most importantly, the date 
was allowed to remain unchanged. Un- 
fortunately, the administration's re- 
sponse seems to suggest an attempt to 
cover the mistake, and dismiss it from 
consciousness. While the mistake itself 
can be excused, the subsequent lack of 
communication leads us to suspect that 
the administration is ashamed of both 
theerror and its resolution. Furthermore, 
the delayed response ensured that by the 
time students became aware of the issue 
on a wide-spread scale, seniors' plans 
would be cemented and the date would 
be virtually unchangeable. If the presi- 
dents and been truly concerned with the 
voice of Jewish students on campus, they 
would have sought that voice before the 
decision was made. We wonder if they 
ever intended to address the issue, or if 
they were waiting to first see whether 
they would be faced with an outraged 
community. 
While we are upset and offended by 
the administrative treatment of such a 
sensitive issue, we, as Jewish students on 
campus, are even more distressed by the 
student response that we have encoun- 
tered thus far. At SGA, the attitude of 
many students seemed outwardly hos- 
tile. The overall implication was that we 
were overreacting, and that we were self- 
centered and demanding in suggesting 
that graduation be rescheduled to acco- 
modate religiously observant students 
and their families. The supposed parallel 
was made that Bryn Mawr has classes on 
the holidays of other religions. This 
comparison, however, seems willfully 
and stubbornly ignorant. Obviously, a 
religiously observant student can skip 
classes, and the suggestion that Thurs- 
day afternoon prob/stats is the same as 
commencement borders on the obnox- 
ious. When we left this meeting, we were 
both close to tears, and we know that our 
experience and emotional reaction was 
similar to those of other Jewish students 
who had been present. 
While the atmosphere at the senior 
class meeting was slightly less upsetting, 
the meeting got off to a bad start. Again 
as the result of an honest mistake, the 
mailbox announcements given to sen- 
iors that afternoon stated that the meet- 
ing would be held on Wednesday, Sep- 
tember 19, at 9:00 p.m. This date, some- 
how appropriately, was the first night of 
Rosh Hashanah, one of the most holy 
days in the Jewish calendar. Thus, the 
meeting had to be rescheduled at the last 
minute and only those students who saw 
the note on the campus center board 
were informed of the change. 
At the meeting, though the majority of 
students present was genuinely con- 
cerned, an outspoken minority was judg- 
mental, sarcastic and ridiculing. Unfor- 
tunately, this attitude tainted the meet- 
ing for us; the students who contributed 
productively were overpowered by those 
expressing hostility and anger. 
Perhaps, in the final analysis, the spe- 
cifics of this situation are not so critical to 
us as the principles they illustrate. We 
can accept that even grave mistakes 
happen, but we cannot accept that they 
are treated casually or underhandedly. 
Similarly we can accept initial ignorance, 
but we cannot tolerate its persistence 
even after issues have been pointed out. 
One of the most important lessons to be 
learned at Bryn Mawr is that we have to 
trust that individuals are truly hurt when 
they say they are. Arguing over whether 
Jews are actually affected by the situ- 
ation is completely unproductive and 
inconsiderate if Jewish students believe 
that they are affected. 
At this time, we are frustrated and 
saddened by the forced invisibility of 
Jews on campus. Considering the anti- 
Semitic incidents that occurred last se- 
mester, this is a particularly unfortunate 
time for the commencement dilemma to 
exist. The support that was demonstrated 
in response to such hatred seems to have 
vanished. We can only hope that this 
disappearance is not due to the relative 
inconvenience presented by supporting 
Jewish students at this time as opposed 
to last year. We hope that once students 
are informed, they will become more 
vocal. The issue is not yet permanently 
closed. President McPherson may be 
willing to re-open scheduling discus- 
sions, and at the very least an apology 
and an offer of assistance can be made to 
students and their parents. Please take 
this letter into consideration, keep the 
issue in mind and act accordingly. 
Jamie Tortorello '92 
Shari Neier '92 
The College News has a new home: the suite on Denbigh's 
second floor lost corridor, over the language lab. It can be 
reached by going up the back stairs from the lab, or down the 
back stairs from the disco bathroom. Visitors are welcome. 
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MAPSS grant to fund 
co-operative projects 
^ 
By Patricia Savoie 
This summer the college applied for 
and received a grant from the Pitcairn- 
Crabbe foundation of Pittsburgh for 
$25,000 to be devoted to the furthering 
development of the multicultural aware- 
ness of professors, staff, and students 
(MAPSS). The grant comes to the college 
at a crucial point in its recognition of not 
only the issue of multicultural aware- 
ness and education, but also of the need 
for increased interaction between the 
various members of our community. 
Karen Tidmarsh, Dean of the Under- 
graduate College and one of the key 
participants in the application for the 
grant envisions this money as a source of 
funding for projects designed to increase 
multicultural awareness in the college 
and the larger community, projects that 
would be developed by faculty, staff, 
and students in cooperation with one 
another. 
The grant offers an excellent opportu- 
nity for interaction outside the classroom 
and even outside the boundaries of the 
campus. The programs developed and 
funded need not be related to academics; 
one possiblity that Tidmarsh mentioned 
was a housing renovation project along 
the Main Line or in Philadelphia. 
The amount likely to be given to appli- 
cants will be between $3,000 and $4,000, 
which would allow for the possibility of 
bringing well-known, and hence more 
expensive, speakers to campus. Tidmarsh 
points out that voices from outside our 
immediate community are essential in 
the development of a more complete and 
honest multicultural education. 
General guidelines for the distribution 
of the grant have been established, in- 
cluding a stipulation that all proposals 
submitted be supported by faculty, staff, 
and student members. 
Anotheiprobable requirement for suc- 
cessful proposals is a provision for a 
public forum after the project is com- 
pleted in which the organizers would 
present the details and results of their 
work. The Pitcairn-Crabbe Foundation 
and the college administration expect 
that these projects will be important not 
only for the expansion of multicultural 
education, but also, for those who organ- 
ize particular events, as an exercise in the 
planning of an extensive project and in 
public presentation. 
There remain many details to be 
worked out, a task that will be accom- 
plished by an appointed group of com- 
munity members; the student members 
will be appointed in one of the rounds of 
SGA appointments. This group will go 
on a retreat, probably over fall break, to 
discuss a philosophy of multicultural 
education, and what is and isn't working 
at Bryn Mawr. With respect to the grant 
specifically, they will consider in greater 
detail the issues the grant should work to 
address, and to work out the final as- 
pects of the distribution of the grant 
money. 
The grant is for a period of two years, 
giving the college time to explore the 
options that it has opened for all mem- 
bers of the community. The potential for 
greater understanding of diversity is 
enormous; the responsibility for realiz- 
ing this potential lies not with one person 
or group of people, but with all members 
of this community. 
Bryn Mawr social scene 
to pick up this year 
By Kelly Farrelly 
The administration and students of 
Bryn Mawr College are actively working 
at making social life on campus a suc- 
cess. Campus groups and the Student 
Activities Office are interested in spon- 
soring a variety of events for the tri- 
college community. Besides large par- 
ties, they are offering other activities that 
introduce people to many new experi- 
ences. 
The Student Activities Office sponsors 
special events such as comedians and 
speakers, that are open to the tri-college 
community. It also offers the Wednes- 
day evening Coffeehouse in the Bryn 
Mawr Cafe, with a variety of live enter- 
tainment from solo guitar playing to 
poetry reading. This relaxed atmosphere 
allows students to socialize but not feel 
obligated to stay until the end of the 
evening. 
The Activities Office is interested in 
not only providing multicultural activi- 
ties, such the Flor de Cana in concert, but 
also involving the en tire community. This 
October it will be sponsoring a "Fall 
Frolic" with concerts and an outdoor 
movie. Faculty will be invited to these 
events as well as participate in outdoor 
games with students. 
If any campus group or organization 
is interested in planning an event they 
can contact Misty Whelan in the Activi- 
ties Office located in the Campus Center 
(x7331) or a member of the Social Com- 
mittee. Students will be advised on how 
to find funding as well as receive copies 
of the Alcohol and Party Policies. 
One student group interested in en- 
hancing the social life at Bryn Mawr is 
the Bryn Mawr College Concert Series. 
This organization will be sponsoring two 
live concerts on campus this semester, 
open to the tri-college community. The 
coordinator of the group, Giulia Cox, 
says that live music gives people "the 
opportunity to put aside their work and 
to really enjoy themselves." 
The first concert is scheduled for 
November 6, and will feature "From 
Good Homes," who were cited by "Buzz" 
magazine as a "master stroke of per- 
formance excellence." Returning to 
campus by popular demand will be "The 
Second Step" on December 8. 
The Concert Series is still looking for 
people who want to help host perform- 
ers, , work at the door and do sound 
check. Anyone interested in participat- 
ing in the Concert Series can contact 
Giulia Cox at C-1252. 
Some wisdom 
for September 
The following letter appeared in the New 
York Times six years ago. It was submitted to 
The College News by Rebecca Greco. 
To the Editor: 
This contains no messages, no response 
to an editorial, no political opinion. I 
simply want to state publicly how won- 
derful it is to be alive. What could be 
more glorious than waking in the morn- 
ing to see the sun shining or to hear the 
musical sound of rain against the win- 
dow and, after a day spent hard at work 
or play (depending on the day of the 
week), to get into bed with a delicious 
tiredness. If I am lucky, the experience 
will repeat itself tomorrow. 
Doris Oilmen 
New York, August 26,1984 
Traditions 
Welcome back to BMC rituals 
By Tracy Trotter 
and Courtney Gray 
Traditions Mistresses 
Well, as the old song says, "Welcome, 
welcome, we're so glad you're here/ It 
starts off like this every year!" Parade 
Night started the traditional year off, as 
it always does, and even though that line 
generally applies only to freshmen, we 
are using it to extend a welcome to every 
member of Bryn Mawr's traditional 
community. Hall Plays and Lantern 
Night are coming up right quick, and 
with Athena's help and good weather 
(please knock wood now), the rest of the 
year will go as smoothly. 
Just a word here about a couple of the 
songs sung at Parade Night. First, you 
may have noticed the juniors singing a 
new song. That was the Song of the 
Classes, a song that used to be sung at 
every step sing by the junior class. We 
ran across it in some old song books, and 
thought it would be a good song to re- 
vive. Unfortunately, we didn't know the 
tune because only the words were listed. 
So we went to visit the Alumnae Office 
up in Wyndham, which referred us to the 
Senior Songsmistress of the Class of 1955. 
We gave her a call, and she called back 
and sang the song on our answering 
machine. And thaf s how we got the 
Song of the Classes. Thanks to Jane 
Unkefer of the Alumnae Office, and to 
Leslie Glassberg, who sang on tape for 
us. The other song we'd like to talk about 
is 1994's choice of a Round. Well, they 
didn't just up and suggest it themselves; 
we sort of foisted it on them. We told 
them that the past four dark blue classes 
have had Dona Nobis Pacem as their 
class Round. We told them that if they 
picked Dona Nobis Pacem as their class 
Round there would have been 20 years of 
Step Sings at which Dona Nobis Pacem 
was sung by the time they graduated. 
They bought it and voted almost unani- 
mously to have said Round as their class 
Round. As it turns out, we lied. The Class 
of 1994 is only the fourth dark blue class 
in a row to sing Dona Nobis Pacem. Now 
let us explain how we made such a dras- 
tic mistake. In our files, we have song 
books and sheets from many classes for 
many years back. Wedid a little research, 
and discovered that the classes of 1990, 
1986, and 1982 all had Dona Nobis Pacem 
as their Round. There was also a dark 
blue song book from the year of 1976 
featuring Dona Nobis Pacem as class 
Round. It wasn't until after Parade Night 
that we realized that 1976 had to be a 
light blue class, and that 1978 was the 
dark blue class. So off to the Archives 
went we, to find the 1978 song book, 
which, much to our confusion, had a 
light blue cover. Dona Nobis Pacem was 
not to be found in this book. We are 
sorry. We trusted the colors of the song 
books, but obviously somebody made a 
couple of mistakes in the mid-70's. But 
sixteen years of uninterrupted Dona 
Nobis Pacem-laden step sings is enough, 
we think, to constitute tradition. We hope 
that the Class of 1998 will also choose this 
song as their class Round, and we charge 
this year's freshmen with the responsi- 
bility to remind the Traditions Mistresses 
of that year. Oh, and we'll put it in our 
files, too. As for Parade Night, we had 
fun. We congratulate theClass of 1994 on 
their excellent Parade Night Song, and 
the Class of 1993 on their excellent Par- 
ody. The seniors seemed very happy to 
finally be singing the senior songs. We 
hope that everyone is looking forward to 
Lantern Night, especially the seniors who 
will sing on the steps for the first time, 
and of course the freshmen. We know 
many of you are especially excited to get 
your lanterns after having been to Pa- 
rade Night. 
Speaking of which, Lantern Night will 
be on the 7th of October this year. Don't 
forget to go to rehearsals! All freshmen, 
transfers and McBride scholars who wish 
to receive lanterns as well as all swingers 
and sophomores who wish to pass out 
lanterns must go to at least two singing 
rehearsals, one run-through rehearsal, 
and also the dress rehearsal. Rehearsal 
times are as follows: 
Singing Rehearsals: 
Tues. Sept. 25 4-5:30 
Wed. Sept. 26 4-5:30 
Thurs. Sept. 27 4-5:30 
8-9:30 
Run-Through Rehearsals: 
Wed. Oct. 3 4-5:30 
Thurs. Oct. 4 4-5:30 
Fri. Oct. 5 4-5:30 
Mandatory Dress Rehearsal: - 
Sat. Oct. 6 10-Noon 
Seniors and sophomores will be in 
Goodhart B learning the ever-popular 
Pallas Athena; freshmen and juniors in 
Thomas Great Hall learning that song- 
to-top-all-songs Sophias. 
Lantern Night Tea invitations are due 
at noon on Thursday, October 4th to 
Denbigh 231. PLEASE don't make them 
any larger than approximately 4" x 6". 
Also we would really really appreciate it 
if the strings were tied on them in the 
appropriate manner—that is, with two 
nice hefty strings. No thread and none of 
that slippery round ribbon type stuff, 
please. Here is the proper way to turn in 
one's Tea invitations: 1) count the num- 
ber of invitations you have (there should 
be about 40 or so). 2) place them in a bag. 
3) write on the bag the name of the Tea 
you are giving AND the number of invi- 
tations there are. 4) deliver to Denbigh 
231 before noon on the 4th of October. 
Thaf s it! If you are a sophomore and 
you'd like to help tie all these invitations 
together, come to Erdman Living Room 
at 8pm on the 4th of October. There will 
be food and music and LOTS of invita- 
tions to tie. Also, you may have seen 
signs up around your dorm talking about 
Lantern Girl invitations. What are Lan- 
tern Girl invitations? you may ask. Go 
ahead. We said you could ask. Well, you 
should be getting a letter in your box 
soon explaining the tradition, but basi- 
cally it is this: many years ago classes 
used to be much smaller, and it was 
possible for one sophomore to give a 
lantern directly to one predetermined 
freshman. This sophomore became that 
freshman's Lantern Girl. Attached to the 
lantern was slip of paper from the Lan- 
tern Girl inviting that freshman to tea. 
When classes got bigger, this practice 
was abandoned, and tea invitations 
evolved into what we have today. This 
year, we'd like to resurrect the idea of 
Lantern Girl. If you would like to be the 
spiritual giver of a lantern (since it would 
be impossible to be the actual giver) to a 
freshman, please send your name, box 
number, and extension to Arati Vasan, 
'93 Co-Prez (x7803, C-340), or Elizabeth 
Pfaffenroth, other '93 Co-Prez (x5648, C- 
1200) by September 27th. Call them if 
you have any questions. 
Continued on page 4 
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It's Bush as usual in Central America 
Continued from page 1 
Central American regimes that are any- 
thing but democratic. There has been 
substantial proof indicating that the 
military ranks who killed Archbishop 
Romero in 1980 and six Salvadoran Jesu- 
its who were considered dangerous to 
the ruling ARENA party, were trained 
by the United States. "Salvadorans," said 
Greco, "have come to accept a lot of the 
violence as normal. The U.S. will give the 
ARENA party support as long as we can 
somehow justify that it is good for our 
financial interests." 
In order to keep U.S. financial inter- 
ests alive in countries below our borders, 
companies such as Levi-Strauss and 
Folger's Coffee depend on the power 
structure which keeps the landed classes 
there in power. Land reform has become 
a major issue for leftist rebels and mem- 
bers of the opposition in El Salvador. 
Should a more leftist regime take power, 
land redistribution and generally un- 
friendly dealings with the U.S. would 
result in substantial economic losses for 
the red, white, and blue. If, on the other 
hand, the U.S. can perpetuate the fight- 
ing between the government and the 
people's opposition movements, arms 
sales will fill Uncle Sam's coffers. 
U.S. involvement in Nicaragua also 
exemplifies our greed. A U.N. World 
Court decision in 1985 awarded money 
to Nicaragua for mining their harbors. 
The U.S., according to Greco, has stipu- 
lated that $2 million in U.S. aid will not 
be available to Nicaragua unless they 
give back the money and cease this 
mining. Our government, fearing mar- 
ket competition and peace, has exacted 
policies, claiming that the leftist forces in 
El Salvador are communist backed. 
According to Lisa Atkins, a Bryn Ma wr 
sophomore majoring in political science 
with a concentration in Latin American 
studies, the "red scare" which so often 
plays an integral part in maintaining the 
oppressive Central American govern- 
ments also began partially because of 
U.S. economic interests. After World War 
II, when many European countries were 
economically shattered and susceptible 
to Communist governments, the United 
States wanted to guard its back by main- 
taining free trade with as many countries 
as possible. This meant that non-Com- 
munist governments were desirable so 
that U.S. goods could be exported there. 
This fear of Fear of communism is still 
used as an excuse to maintain Latin 
American regimes that keep the rich in 
power and facilitate the exploitation, by 
U.S. companies, of a labor force that has 
no way to organize to change its eco- 
nomic welfare. Labor efforts in El Salva- 
dor, for example, have been immedi- 
ately labelled as Marxist, and propaganda 
there has resulted in the murder of thou- 
sands involved in the opposition move- 
ment. 
This kind of oppression has been rec- 
ognized, especially in recent times, by 
priests and other Catholics in El Salva- 
dor. The average peasant or worker's 
daily fear of death, whether from ARENA 
weapons probably supplied by the 
United States, or from malnutrition, has 
forced Priests in local parishes to speak 
out. Sometimes these church members 
join the revolutionary movement, even 
in opposition to the hierarchy of the 
Catholic Church which is usually viewed 
as supporting or at least accepting 
ARENA legitimacy. Archbishop Rom- 
ero and the six Jesuits assassinated are 
examples of the priests who refused to 
ignore the systematic elimination of more 
than 60,000 Salvadorans by the ARENA 
junta. 
One of the directors of tri-college 
Campus Ministries, Sue Harte, went to 
El Salvador last March to help commemo- 
rate the ten year anniversary of Rom- 
ero's killing. Harte said that there is now 
"a strong religious tone to the revolution 
because of people like Romero." Harte 
explained a re-interpretation of scrip- 
ture that is occurring in Salvadoran 
communities, called liberation theology. 
These groups have carved out "a basis of 
understanding and giving credence to 
the revolution through a religious per- 
spective which says that it is okay not to 
wait for the reward in heaven. It is okay 
just now to fight for freedom and libera- 
tion in this life," Harte explained. 
Harte and Greco have both been in- 
volved in Philadelphia-area groups 
working towards peace and liberation in 
Central America, partly through educa- 
tion of the American public. At present, 
PERSONALS 
Many thanks to Residence Council and the Housing Group for our 
beautiful new home. Love, The College News. 
To all our new Denbigh neighbors (Renata, Jen, Amanda, Brenda, 
Julia, Donna, Joanna, Mary and Michele) thanks for the furniture, 
coffee, music and cheerful visits. 
To the strong, brave frosh on the Erdman terrace: Have a beautiful 
Lantern Night. Welcome to Bryn Mawr. —PS 
Margarita, our dear friend with the wrapped paws: We hope your 
forearms are healthy and strong again soon. 
RACHEL IS GOLDEN LIGHT. 
Whoever borrowed my Our Bodies, Ouselves — a gift from my sister 
on my 17th birthday — Herland (my sister's), and /or The Yellow 
Wallpaper, please return to me. Thea, Brecon 316, x7543. 
Tasha— hope life in Eastern Europe is treating you well. The deadline 
is on page three. Please airmail your disks, we didn't get anything in 
time for this issue. 
Skeezix and Mr. Brown, stay the hell out of trouble. 
ECP— it's really not the same without that espresso to eat away at our 
stomach linings. From all of us. Best wishes. 
Send personals to C-1716 or to one of the editors. It's free. Do it. 
voting on a the Leahey / Dodd Senate bill 
which would cut economic aid to El Sal- 
vador in half, is held up in Congress due 
to the ongoing Middle East crisis. Harte 
and Greco suggest that constituents call 
or write to their Senators in an effort to 
force ARENA negotiation with the reb- 
els that might occur if ARENA'S supply 
lines were cut off. Greco said that Sena- 
tors Specter (phone 597-7200) and Heinz 
(597-9914) have been targeted by the 
Pledge of Resistance as possibly voting 
for this bill if constituents work to sway 
them. The Pledge also updates a hotline 
(386-9804) with news from Central 
America, and keeps a calendar of local 
events (386-9801). This might be a good 
way to get beyond the media's standstill 
with regard to Central American news. 
The facts about Central American 
policy are not easily sorted out. Still, as 
Greco pointed out, "ignorance is some- 
thing this country's government relies 
upon." We must be mindful of George 
Bush at this crucial time in the Middle 
East, and analyze the reasoning behind 
his actions. At the same time, it should be 
noted that in Panama it was access to the 
canal that helped form our foreign pol- 
icy, and Kuwaiti oil undeniably plays an 
integral role in sending troops to the 
Middle East. Fundamentally at issue in 
Central America is that its long history of 
oppression and economic exploitation is 
due in part to United States policies. The 
media, for whatever reason, does not tell 
all about United -States "business as 
usual." 
The economics of our 
relationship to the earth 
By Amy Weismann 
Coming from the rich soil and clean 
air of Iowa, as a child it was often difficult 
for me to envision a place where these 
things weren't a part of life. The flat 
prarie always seemed to stretch on for- 
ever. But, of course, I found out it did 
end, that things aren't always as they 
seem. I turned my eyes to other parts of 
the world, of my country, and found it 
easy to poke fingers at those who con- 
tributed to environmental and human 
hardship and rattle off deficiencies in the 
system, whether or not I necessarily had 
a solution to give at the time. Of course 
my model remained the midwest — 
familiar, secure. Then, when I returned 
my attention, things were no longer as I 
had remembered. It seemed that from 
out of that smoothly rolling tradition had 
come some ignored or forgotten conse- 
quences. Farm run-off was causing 
ground water pollution. Factories and 
other parts of the farm economy were 
gushing far more pollutants into the air 
then was thought. The overuse of many 
of those same chemicals was contami- 
nating food and the bodies of those who 
picked it. If s hard to say why this aware- 
ness came about; maybe we simply be- 
gan to lisfgnnt was obvious something 
new had to come about, a new approach 
that could somehow prove beneficial over 
the long as well as the short term. A new 
economic perspective. 
Our economy is now a part of us—its 
principles determine our lives as it per- 
vades our interactions, our relationships, 
and the way we structure our goals and 
views. As life in Iowa has taught me, we 
cannot ignore the cracks created, the 
consequences of our shortsighted ap- 
proaches to building economic security. 
These roots run very deep. But its flower 
can become so much more beautiful, so 
much fuller, so much healthier if we can 
change the fertilizer used to sustain it 
and make it grow and weed out those 
elements which won't share, in one way 
or another, their resources. Material 
greed, so rampant, is not the necessary 
consequence of being human or living in 
a "capitalistic" society. Fear is. Fear of 
losing those resources, fear of being alone, 
fear of change. 
In fact, in the cracks of our economy, 
flowers are beginning to grow. These 
"alternative economies" have the poten- 
tial and the practical vision of taking 
what we've got, our tradition of indi- 
vidualism and our concept of "capital- 
ism," and using them in a new way. 
Redefinition and application of these 
ideas creates a new vision of the future: 
that of interdependence, not only inde- 
pendence, and a new approach to "the 
profit motive." Because in the words of 
Susan Meeger-Lowry, it is "in the place 
between experience and our perceptions 
of it, (that) we become aware." 
In Iowa, many farmers have awak- 
ened to their overused fields, their harm- 
ful chemicals, their wasteful practices. 
Many have, to their surprise, found that 
changing their means makes the end 
tremendously more profitable not only 
for them, but also for their children and 
their children'schildren. They've turned 
to organic farming, crop-rotation, and 
began to plant trees to prevent erosion. 
These are changes of not only mind and 
heart, but primarily the pocketbook; it is 
simply more profitable in the long run to 
be kind to the earth and its people. These 
examples are of small but important 
changes. But mostly they form a beacon 
of profound hope. Each one of us can 
become a part of this transformation into 
a search for true "profit." There are ways 
you can spend your time and /or money 
to invest in social change — change to 
bring about a more equitable, sustain- 
able, and truly democraticneighborhood, 
community, society. 
The one thing we all should realize by 
now is that we, the people, are the econ- 
omy. We cannot wait for change. It must 
be slowly but surely created. There are 
inspiring people making real, effective 
change everywhere on a small scale. Some 
are finding new ways to use the leftover 
products of our consumerism in a new 
way. Some are finding great power in 
"buying locally" for community rein- 
vestment. Others are creating new alter- 
natives to traditional lending institutions, 
using the community as a resource to 
finance housing for all who need it, and 
redefining the workplace by creating 
worker owned companies and using their 
skills collectively for the betterment of all 
involved by forming cooperatives of all 
shape and sizes. The opportunities are 
there. 
Money was once a tool and not a 
commodity. It can be again. This is hope- 
fully what this column will begi n to bring 
to light. We all must bring it to life! Don't 
forget to smell the roses! 
Turn off the waterwhilebrushingyour 
teeth — you'll save enough water to al- 
low you an extra 15 minutes in the shower 
for an entire week. 
Comments? Amy Weismann Box C- 
346 BMC. Additional Resources: Margo 
Adair. Working inside out: Tools for 
Change. 
GOOD MONEY, P.O. Box 363, Worc- 
ester, VT 05682 is a newsletter contain- 
ing info on the ethics/social practices of 
publicly traded corporations and the 
financial performances of "socially re- 
sponsible companies" (defined as not 
being involved in the defense industry 
to animal free testing) which provides 
services to invest in such companies as 
well. 
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Student responses to 
workshops mixed 
continued from page 1 
sexual minorities, other'ethnic groups, 
and women with physical impairments. 
Still, despite an inability to thoroughly 
consider all these issues in a short work- 
shop, this year's campus events will 
provide many opportunities to get 
around any misconceptions about the 
workshops themselves. Joyce Miller said 
that the general format of the workshops 
will probably not change much in the 
future, but that we may see some changes 
in the issues and what aspects of certain 
issues are addressed. Miller hailed the 
workshops as a "chance for students to 
interact with staff and faculty," and 
suggested that the evaluation forms this 
year proved that, all in all, the program 
was a success. Indeed, after reviewing 
these evaluations, we are definitely on 
the right track. 
One of the most popular evaluation 
responses was that more programs and 
discussion should be instituted in the 
area of race relations. Miller, in response 
to these desires, would like to see a theme 
of "race relations: past, present, and fu- 
ture" this year through which the issues 
for women of color can be "pulled to- 
gether in a package" that will not be 
rejected simply because it is entitled 
"Pluralism." Some of the activities will 
include a performance inGoodhart called 
"Let My People Go" which will consist of 
stories based on Judaism and The Old 
Testament in connection with black slav- 
ery experience, along with a chance to 
explore these issues with the dancers 
after the show. The grandson of Ma- 
hatma Gandhi, who has been studying 
race relations in the U.S., will also be on 
campus. Next semester, we can antici- 
pate a group in Philadelphia coming to 
facilitate discussions centered around a 
videotape about Korean merchants in 
Philadelphia's African-American neigh- 
borhoods. 
You may have noticed the upcoming 
African Dance Ensemble, or the excellent 
film series running on Tuesday nights. 
The Office for Institutional Diversity is 
Some responses to the Customs Week pluralism 
workshops, taken from anonymous evaluation forms. 
"The only problem I have with this experience is the 
seeming assumption that a liberal, non-prejudiced 
outlook is THE right way to think." 
"The lack of black students to help us in our racism 
discussions made me feel that we were missing a 
large perspective." 
"The scenarios were a little lame. [I would like to see 
more on] sexual orientation and racism." 
"I have my own ideas already established, and they 
were not changed. It was done very well, and al- 
though I didn't benefit, I know others did." 
"1 was able to raise my own fears and see others had 
the same fears." 
"It JUST WASN'T STRONG ENOUGH. There are 
so many SERIOUS issues to face, and it seemed too 
easy, too gentle." 
"I'll feel comfortable bringing up a topic that would 
otherwise be hard to approach." 
"Perhaps now I am more aware of the atmosphere 
around Bryn Mawr and what sort of environment 
the students want to promote." 
"Make it much more open and personal instead of 
cold, distant and rigid." 
"Gained friends and acquaintances. Understanding 
of other ethnic groups. The confidence to reveal 
myself." 
"I feel we just scratched the surface and only dis- 
cussed superficial problems with no real solutions." 
"[I gained] confidence and the ability not to be 
ashamed about who I am." 
"I didn't feel as if I had much to contribute because I 
am white, middle-class, and haven't experienced 
much discrimination personally." 
"I will be more aware of the good qualities in others' 
backgrounds and appreciate people for their charac- 
ter." 
"I came to terms (more or less) with my very strong 
religious views vs. homosexuality and their rights." 
"1 have heard things I never thought about... heard 
experiences with all types of biases I never knew 
existed ... I want to continue discussing ideas, prob- 
lems." 
"I gained a taste of this rich community and how to 
take advantage of it." 
— compiled by Jennifer Almquist 
also bringing three women (two Black 
and one White) to campus to speak about 
their community experiences. Two of 
these women "were major forces during 
the time of school integration," Miller 
said. The other woman was involved in 
seeking out people to sue their school 
districts during the interim between 
segregation and integration, and at- 
tempted to find ways to support families 
who lost everything in the process of 
working toward their children's right to 
attend previously all-white schools. 
Miller also hopes that efforts over the 
summer to compile a list of various vid- 
eos on campus will prove helpful as 
additions to the pluralism agenda. With 
this resource tool, small groups can get 
the ball rolling themselves, or "ask for a 
faculty member or one of the pluralism 
facilitators, but not always in a preset 
environment." This would enable all of 
us to participate in much needed self- 
generated discussion around videotapes 
that help us more readily access specific 
issues, and hopefully we can all approach 
them with a little less trepidation if we 
apply ourselves diligently in less struc- 
tured and perhaps less threatening sur- 
roundings. 
New traditions mistresses rival last year's in wit, long-windedness 
Continued from page 3 
And don't forget to get a batrobe! Sign- 
outs will be on the 3rd floor of Taylor, on 
Thursday, October 4th for seniors, jun- 
iors, and sophomores, and on Friday, 
October 5th for freshmen. There are not 
enough batrobes for everybody, so come 
early. It is most important for swingers to 
have batrobes, and then sophomores who 
are passing out lanterns. If you are not 
participating in the ceremony of Lantern 
Night, please do not check out a batrobe! 
We will most likely need them ALL for 
participants. Batrobe returns are on 
Monday, October 8th and Tuesday, Oc- 
tober 9th. There are fines for late batrobe 
returns. One day late: $25. Two days late: 
$50. Three days late: $75. Four days late: 
$100 and you have to wear a big red L (for 
late) on your shirt for the rest of the year, 
even on May Day. So don't do it! Be a 
responsible Mawrtyr! Return your ba- 
trobe! 
Other people who will need to get 
batrobes this year and will be fined if 
they are late are McBride Scholars. In the 
few years since the McBride Scholar 
program started, the color of lantern they 
have received has been in accordance 
with the freshmen color of that year, it 
then changed to two freshmen colors, 
along with two purple panes to identity 
the receiver as a McBride. This year, 
however, is a precedent setting year! 
From this day forward, all McBrides will 
receive a lantern with four purple panes! 
With the increasing numbers of McBrides, 
every effort is being made to include 
them in all traditions. This year at Lan- 
tern Night, McBrides will be in between 
the freshmen and sophomores at Step 
Sing. Details later on the McBrides being 
Helled! 
Also on the immediate Traditions 
schedule are the Freshman Hall Plays. 
You remember the Hall Plays—riveting 
portrayals of life at Bryn Mawr that evoke 
many serious heartfelt emotions in their 
viewers. Well, they're back, and with a 
vengeance. If you'd like to cheer your 
dorm's freshmen on to victory come to 
the Campus Center Main Lounge at 7:30 
on Wednesday, September 26th and Fri- 
day, September 28th. On Wednesday 
Denbigh, Rockefeller, Erdman, and 
Pembrokes East and West will perform, 
and on Friday we will be graced with the 
plays of Radnor, Merion, Haffner, Bre- 
con, and the Rhoads North and South. 
Your deans will be there to judge these 
works of art, but please don't ask them 
about your language requirements or 
anything—they are there to have fun. 
Also judging this year will be the class 
presidents and th_> heads of Residence 
Council. Also look for a surprise guest 
judge- 
So. Don't forget to go to rehearsals. 
Don't forget to get a batrobe. Don't forget 
to turn in your Tea invitations. Don't 
forget to come to Lantern Night. Don't 
forget to request your Lantern Night tick- 
ets by Friday, September 28 to box C-627. 
Don't forget to turn in your Lantern Night' 
T-shirt designs by Friday, September 28 
to box C-825. Don't forget to return your 
batrobe. And most importantly, don't 
forget to thank your freshman and so- 
phomore reps for all the hard work they 
have done for you already this year. I 
think they told us that money is always a 
nice gift. 
Oh, and I bet you're wondering who 
we are. We're the Traditions Mistresses: 
Courtney Gray and Tracy Trotter. Call 
us anytime between 10 am and 2 am at 
x5662 (Courtney) or x5685 (Tracy) if you 
have any sort of questions or comments 
or complaints. Also, check the Traditions 
board in Taylor for any information 
throughout the year, or just to find out 
how many days it is until the next tradi- 
tional event. And if you want to find us 
on Lantern Night to tell us what a won- 
derful job we are doing, well, we're the 
ones with the walkie-talkies. 
COFHE offers guidance 
Continued from page 1 
The program was opened first to so- 
phomores and juniors, and later to sen- 
iors if the 25 spaces that each college had 
were not filled by underclassmen. It 
began on Wednesday night with a din- 
ner for the students and the graduate 
school representatives, followed by a 
panel discussion. Members of the panel 
discussed their own experiences as stu- 
dents of Color in graduate programs, 
and about what the students should be 
looking for in a graduate school. One of 
the important questions that the panel- 
ists suggested should be asked about any 
school is the attrition rate for people of 
Color, and more specifically, women of 
Color; the experience of minority stu- 
dents is at least in part reflected in this 
statistic. On Thursday the students were 
offered the opportunity to speak one on 
one with the school representatives, and 
askquestions pertaining to their individ- 
ual concerns. 
The students who attended were of 
varying interests and at different levels 
of certainty regarding their decisions to 
continue to graduate school. The pro- 
gram is useful to students uncertain of 
their plans for future education, with 
discussions of the usefulness of a Ph.D., 
and what courses should be taken by an 
undergraduate who plans to continue 
her education. 
But the program is also useful for those 
students who are already certain about 
their plans to go on to graduate school. 
Sylvia Trujillo, a Bryn Mawr senior, found 
the program helpful and encouraging in 
her search for the school she will eventu- 
ally attend. "The program demonstrates 
that institutions are concerned with cre- 
ating support systems for people of Color 
... it is very important to me that there be 
such systems at the institution I attend," 
Trujillo said. She also felt that the per- 
sonal contact established with people of 
Color at other institutions made possible 
through such a program as this is ex- 
tremely important, and helps to bring 
vague thoughts about graduate school 
closer to reality. "It didn't seem possible 
that I could go on to graduate school," 
she said, explaining the way that she felt 
before attending a larger unrelated pro- 
gram this summer aimed at preparation 
for post-undergraduate study. The 
COFHE discussions offered her another 
source of information and encourage- 
ment. 
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Outside Bryn Mawr: Exa 
From organic farming to intensive study in Madrid 
By Kaia Huseby 
Wet feet, buckets full of summer squash, 
surly and naive customers with questions 
like "does 'native' mean grown here?" over 
and over and over, scorching days in third 
floor Madrid classrooms learning about the 
unification of twelve European countries in 
1992, learning that the supposed cannibalism 
of the Aztecs is something one cannot discuss 
with just anyone (my Spanish family insisted 
that I was wrong because such behavior was 
not proven by any of their- many 
encydopedias!)...thesewere among thethings 
I was immersed in this summer. 
I spent one month at home in Putney, Ver- 
mont, seven weeks in Madrid, Spain, and the 
last month in Vermont again. When home, I 
was working either at Walker Farm, a small 
organic produce farm, or working for my 
high school art teacher, printing a series of 
etchings for him, or working on my own 
projects — often covered in ink and with a 
dry throat from breathing in too much dena- 
tured alcohol (the hazards you have to put up 
with if one of your passions is printmaking.) 
Work began at 7:30 a.m. this year, because 
it was past pea season. The family who owns 
and runs Walker Farm would meet the four 
of us workers in the fields; we'd each have 
our own row of squash — summer squash or 
zucchini. We played word games like Bot- 
icelli (a complicated and intense guess-who- 
I'm-thinking-ofgame) and tried to push away 
the floppy, prickly leaves by our feet as fast as 
we could in order to find the tender bulbs of 
yellow or green flesh that made up our mis- 
sion. Then on to radishes, green peppers (the 
most luxurious of picking — smooth and 
usually glowing in their readiness, they snap 
right off the stem), lettuce, carrots, beets, 
tomatoes, arugula. This is no ordinary vege- 
table stand. We give all our best customers 
the most luscious melons — when they first 
come in from the field. Out by the cftrn we 
kept Zelda, our stuffed and fashionably 
clothed goddess whose purpose in life was to 
keep away the aggressive crows. If s not 
always as romantic as it sounds, this job. 
Weeding beans is the worst — but we made 
it bearable: pick as quickly as you can for one 
row, take a juice break, and continue. You 
have to work fast, I learned my first day three 
years ago. 
"You don't need to baptize every squash," 
my boss tactfully suggested. 
I switched from this atmosphere to an- 
other kind of intensity, across the ocean, in a 
new time (beyond the standard zonal 
changes). In Madrid, I got accustomed to the 
main meal, la comida, at two-thirty, and 
supper, or la cena, at ten-thirty or eleven at 
night. And that's not late. Only at nine does 
one start referring to "night" — until then it 
is the afternoon or the evening. By the way, 
I've heard people say that the Spaniards are 
able to stay up so late so easily because "well, 
they have their siesta." I have to tell you that 
among the people I knew, this was a mere 
myth — not a soul took a nap in the after- 
noon. They just get less sleep. It's hard to 
sleep anyway when the sun hits you like a 
stone all day and then at night it may go 
down to as low as ninety degrees fahrenheit. 
I was attending Bryn Mawr's "Centro de 
Estudios Hispanicos en Madrid" — taking a 
course on the European Economic Commu- 
nity, the history of Spain and Latin America, 
and a comprehensive survey of Spanish art. 
The exhilaration we felt in class about the 
merging economies of the European Com- 
munity was constantly contrasted with my 
family's response to the plans ahead. While 
my professor was convinced that within five 
years, Europeans will ha ve to use a European 
Currency Unit (ECU—this currency unit will 
replace all pesetas, francs, lires, etc.) to buy 
fruit my friends were always more pessimis- 
tic. Having to live with the everyday changes 
and problems in Spain tipped the scale so 
that idealism and theoretical outcomes of 
unification were scarcely present. 
These were some of the things that I was 
learning every day, along with how to dance 
the "Salsa," how to get used to being the only 
person with blonde hair on an entire bus, 
how to not complain about the extreme dry- 
dryness of the heat (by 
trying to catch the air-conditioned buses), 
how to sit on the shaded side of the street 
when I went out sketching, and how to 
understand the power of nationalism, 
since everything I ate or saw or felt was: 
"better in Spain," my Spanish mother 
always told me! 
Spanish pride: you only have to 
see someone dancing Sevillanas to 
understand what I spent much of my 
summer surrounded by. With some 
resemblance to Flamenco dancing, 
Sevillanas is a peacock-like dance with 
stomping and delicate, swirling hand 
movements over the head and around the 
body. It is a traditional dance that has not 
been lost; in bars, when the right music 
came on, my friend and others our age 
jumped up and began this ritual dance, a 
celebration, an assertion of their roots. 
And   no   one   is   self-conscious  about 
Summer reporter grapples with // 
By Beth Stroud 
I spent the summer filing, billing answer- 
ing phone calls and reporting for the Mt. Airy 
Express, a small community newspaper in 
the Philadelphia neighborhood where I grew 
up. 
My editor, whose name was Patti, was al- 
most as new to the paper as I was — she and 
her husband had recently retired from the 
Air Force and moved to the neighborhood. 
She had received her training as a journal- 
ist in the Air Force, and had edited a military 
newspaper in the Netherlands. Editing the 
Mt. Airy Express was her first full-time civil- 
ian job. Her training had emphasized total 
objectivity: Never show your biases. Give 
equal attention to every side of the issue. 
Suppress your opinion completely — people 
read the paper to find out the facts, not to find 
out what you think. Edit for length, clarity 
and style, cutting long articles down to the 
bone and re-wording entire paragraphs where 
necessary. 
Not counting my stint as an Inquirer car- 
rier in junior high school, my only experience 
with journalism had been three years of writ- 
ing and editing for The College News. Obvi- 
ously, I came to the Express with completely 
different ideas: Write passionately; there's 
no such thing as objectivity. Use the first 
person. Be up front about your biases. When 
editing, it's all right to make subjects and 
verbs agree, but call the writer if you want to 
make bigger changes. Never change a single 
word in a letter to theeditor, unless it's spelled 
wrong. 
It could have been a frustrating, stifling 
summer. But because my editor was inter- 
ested in my ideas about journalism — much 
as she may have disagreed — and because I 
was excited about reporting on all the things 
that were happening in Mt. Airy, it ended up 
being the most rewarding and exciting sum- 
mer I'd ever had. To my surprise, some of my 
ideas about journalism changed. And so, I 
think, did Patti's. 
My first story was an incredible opportu- 
nity. The National Union for the Homeless 
had taken over several vacant, HUD-owned 
houses in Mt. Airy, including a house on 
Wadsworth Avenue, which was the most 
expensive HUD property in the city. The 
Inquirer had run several long articles on the 
takeovers, but it was up to small neighbor- 
hood papers like the Express to provide week- 
to-week coverage, and to deal in some depth 
with the questions it raised for East Mt. Airy 
Neighbors, the community association. 
If I had landed an internship with a major 
newspaper, I would never have been allowed 
to tackle such a hot story. This was the Ex- 
press, though, with its permanent staff of 
three, its five or six free-lance writers who 
held other jobs, and myself. So I walked over 
to Wadsworth Avenue, found the house, 
knocked on the door and introduced myself 
to the activists who were living there. They 
invited me to the meeting they were plan- 
ning for that evening, and so I ended up 
spending two hours with a notebook non my 
lap, listening to them discuss everything from 
broken windows and pipes in the houses to 
their impressions of the neighbors to their 
plans for further action. 
It was hard to decide how to report on the 
meeting. I totally supported their actions, 
and 1 thought that the members of the com- 
munity association who opposed them were 
entirely hypocritical. But I knew that Patti 
would object to an article that showed my 
jias. Finally, I wrote what I would now call a 
eature article (at the time I wouldn't have 
cnown what to call it, since The College 
"Jews makes no real distinction between news 
ind features). It started, "A kerosene heater 
is burning in the middle of the living room at 
301E. Wadsworth Avenue..." Telling the story 
in the present tense, I tried to spin out the 
main threads of the discussions I'd heard in a 
way that would help the neighbors under- 
stand these people who had moved in next 
door. I managed to suppress my urge to use 
the first person, and used direct quotes in- 
stead of my own analysis as much as pos- 
sible. 
Patti was pleased with the story, but she 
was almost as hard on it as I had expected. 
She cut out large chunks. She had me make 
phone calls to confirm dates, titles, names 
and addresses. At every turn, she asked "Is 
this their opinion, or yours?" To my surprise, 
the final story was much better than the first 
draft had been. It was tighter, more continu- 
ous and more convincing. 
I followed the housing takeovers all sum- 
mer, talking to the public information offi- 
cers at HUD, the community association, the 
union, and the neighbors on Wadsworth Ave- 
nue. The more people I interviewed, the more 
rumors I tried to nail down, and the more 
articles I pulled together, the more complex 
and interesting the whole objectivity/subjec- 
tivity question became. Reports on the take- 
overs varied widely. It was impossible to nail 
down anything like objective truth; instead, I 
had to compile a mosaic of contradictory 
statements. 
I realized that it was helpful to the union to 
present their arguments against a backdrop 
of HUD quotes and neighbors' quotes — in 
fact, at some points during the summer there 
was so little communication between the vari- 
ous groups that I wondered if my articles 
would be the only place where everyone's 
opinions would be expressed at the same 
time. I tried to sift out what they told me 
about their actions from rhetoric clearly in- 
tended for the press. I still think my presen- 
tation was far from objective. I cared about 
what they were doing, and it had to show. 
But it was objective enough to satisfy Patti. 
And I learned a lot about fairness and sensi- 
tivity. I learned how to interview someone 
with whom I disagreed, without arguing. I 
learned how to quote someone in a way that 
approached an accurate reflection of wha'. 
they had said, instead of selecting phrases 
calculated to show them in the best or wors- 
light possible. 
There were some difficult moments ovei 
the course of the summer. For instance, wher 
Patti worked over an article I'd written abou' 
Senator Heinz's appearance at a town meet 
ing, editing for "objectivity," I felt she was 
making me bend over backwards to obscun 
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iples of summer learning 
Reluctant counselor learns to love children 
performing this — just as my family was 
constantly singing in every car ride we ever 
took, with the delicate and yet boldly 
confident voice that for me, characterizes 
so much of Spain. The romanticism and 
the drama. In comparison, I felt so out of 
touch with the American culture I live in; I 
couldn't just start singing for them, out of a 
feeling inside me that I had for my 
country. I don't know many songs. 
And then the time came to return 
to Vermont, which felt like a tropical 
rainforest after the scorched fields and 
gnarled, greying, olive trees. I suddenly 
wondered where all the monasteries, the 
castles, the ruins, and all evidence of 
former lives and past histories, had gone. 
In Vermont, you can't find a synagogue, 
several Catholic churches, a cathedral, 
and a mosque all in one city, as we 
discovered in Toledo. You can't even find 
dependable public transportation where I 
live! So I returned to Walker Farm, with 
images whirling in my head. I did more 
etching, based on some of the sketches I 
had made in Spain. But even though I was 
satisfied with the buildings and corners I 
had recorded, I could never portray the 
heat, the penetrating heat of the Spanish 
sun. 
Objectivity" 
/ 
what an asshole Senator Heinz really was. 
But there were some incredibly wonderful 
moments, too. Toward the end of the sum- 
mer, Patti seemed excited when I proposed a 
feature story on a gay Methodist minister 
who had grown up in a local church. I hadn't 
come out to Patti, but 1 thought it was only 
fair to warn her: "I have to tell you, I can't be 
objective about this. I have a real vested inter- 
est." I blushed as I said it. 
'That's okay," she said. She was smiling. 
"Sometimes those are the best stories." 
By Lisa Pollack 
My summer job was just beginning, and I 
was unhappy. What was I doing there, un- 
dergraduate science major, a head full of 
Maxwell's equations, surrounded by men 
and women with degrees in Psychology, all 
of us soon to be overwhelmed with the needs 
of severely disturbed children. I had never 
particularly liked the company of children, 
and never worked with them before, much 
less with disturbed children. To say I was 
apprehensive at the start of the program is an 
understatement. But I hung in. Just barely. 
The camp-like setting was in New Hamp- 
shire, at a place called Wediko. As far as I 
know, the name stands for nothing in par- 
ticular, but Wediko the place means very 
much to the 160 or so children who called it 
(sometimes grudgingly) home for six and a 
half weeks this summer. Going into the job, I 
knew this place was a good thing, that it 
worked for the children, and had been work- 
ing for some forty years. I also knew I wanted 
to do something worthwhile during the 
summer, but when I at last faced the chal- 
lenge, it scared me to death. 
Exactly what kinds of children did I work 
with? They were of varied backgrounds, black 
and white, coming from ghettos, suburbs, 
and even Portugal. The children which my- 
self and six other counselors were assigned to 
were 'The Hawks," a group of eight 9-10 
year-old boys. The common thread running 
through all these kids: they were emotionally 
disturbed, and their behavioral problems 
reflected this. Sometimes I found it difficult 
to conceive of someone so young being rid- 
den with so much pain and depression that 
their actions were not under their control. 
What am I talking about? Well, behaviors like 
fighting, outrageous tempers, provoking, 
swearing, inappropriate gestures, with- 
drawal, bullying, etc. They had various sad 
histories which were probably directly re- 
lated to their behavior: homes in the most 
dangerous areas of Boston, substance abus- 
ing parents, sexual and physical abuse, wit- 
nessing things like murder and abusing fa- 
thers and parents in jail, survivors of satanic 
cults. The list is endless. 
Stamina became a key goal in my life, my 
new life that is. Once the kids arrived, Lisa 
was no longer my prime concern. The kids 
ate up all the possible nurturing and care I 
had to give. The body adjusts to neglect and 
goes on automatic pilot. My day began at 7 
a.m., when I arrived at the cabin to wake up 
the boys, and ended anywhere from 10 to 12 
in the evening. Because I was working with 
boys, I did not sleep in the cabin with them. 
The two male staff on our team were the ones 
living with the boys. Had I been working 
with girls, my work day would have literally 
been 24 hours long. As you can imagine, I 
developed a huge respect for my co-workers 
who did not live with the kids. 
At its worst, Wediko was terrifying and 
stressful for me. I was bitten, punched, kicked, 
mocked, sworn at (my, what potent mouths 
they possessed,) and more than once had my 
glasses torn from my face. Often a kid would 
become so physically out of control that he 
would need to be restrained. A restraint is a 
form of hold which is in no way painful and 
which keeps the child safe, safe from harm- 
ing himself and others. In fact, those few 
moments before a restraint were the most 
stressful for me. It was simply the anticipa- 
tion of the restraint that would upset me, but 
once the restraint began, I had a goal, safety 
of the child, and my apprehension disap- 
Factory work: Another education 
By Jennifer R. Bohn 
What I did this summer.. . well, I put rat 
traps in plastic bags, stapled them shut with 
labels, and packed them in boxes. That was 
about the extent of my job, which I did for at 
least ten hours a day, six days a week. 
I find that when I first tell people on this 
campus that I worked in a rat trap factory, 
they tend to look at me in disbelief. Some- 
times they smile uncomfortably,         
as if if s a joke they don't get. After 
a moment, the sincere look on my 
face convinces them that I really 
did work there, but when I then 
say that I enjoyed working there, 
the confused smile comes back. 
And if you haven't already 
heard me talk about it, maybe 
with a different life situation than mine. 
As cliche as it may sound, one of the things 
that made working in the factory great was 
talking with the people. The atmosphere in a 
factory is very different than the atmosphere 
at Bryn Mawr. I expected conversations there 
to be very different than those here, and they 
were. 
I appreciated being confronted by realities 
different than the majority of those that exist 
"I find that when I first tell people on this 
campus that I worked in a rat trap factory, 
they tend to look at me in disbelief." 
you're a little confused too. I loved the fac- 
tory; I looked forward to work every day, and 
often volunteered for overtime. Sometimes I 
worked closely with a partner, and other 
times I was at my own station. Either way, I 
was content. When I worked alone, I had the 
freedom to think, make plans, worry about 
the future, whatever I wanted. Working with 
a partner allowed me to talk with someone 
here at this elite Eastern liberal arts college. 
Some students here don't need to worry about 
money and are free to accept volunteer posi- 
tions or internships, or travel. I myself at 
times have been able to take advantage of 
such opportunities. At the factory, however, 
I worked with people who had to think about 
very different things. 
The main topics of conversation were con- 
sistently job security, health, and how to buy 
the next week's food. It was good for me to 
remember that there are very real concerns in 
life and to recognize that the things I often 
convince myself are of utmost importance, 
such as whether or not my papers get handed 
in on time, need to be kept in perspective. 
Many times I found myself being surprised 
at how well some of us got along, how many 
things we agreed on, how many times some- 
one was able to help me under- 
stand something I never had be- 
fore. Initially I encountered some 
antagonism towards me as a col- 
lege student, as I was a physical 
reminder of a chance for a "bet- 
ter life" that many of those people 
never had. I actually expected 
that from having been in similar 
situations before, and I hoped that we would 
be able to work through our stereotypes. I 
was really happy when I became "J. Bohn" on 
our schedule, instead of "temp," when they 
knew me as "Jenny" instead of just as the 
"college kid." And for me, they became 
"Cissy, Marie, Dave, Bonnie, Kirk, Roxanne," 
instead of just the "factory workers." 
peared. One of the best stories I heard this 
summer in fact involves a restraint. Nine 
year-old Eric was being restrained by Molly, 
a counselor on my staff. He had a reputation 
around camp for his extreme uncontrolled 
violence. While bother were on the ground in 
the usual restraint position, Molly trying to 
calm Eric and help him regain control of his 
body, a male counselor who was passing by 
stopped to ask if Molly needed help. Before 
Molly could say anything, Eric said to the 
man, "She don't need your help, asshole." 
The necessity of a restraint is to keep a child 
safe, keep him from being destructive. Obvi- 
ously Eric felt totally safe with Molly and was 
in fact coming to her defense. And this re- 
mark is quite perceptive for a nine year-old 
boy. Some of the best lines came from kids 
during restraint. I witnessed this gem from a 
ten year-old: "Get off me or I'll pull the hairs 
out of your asshole." It was all I could do not 
to laugh. 
At its best, I can't begin to describe the 
rewards of Wediko. Although I saw these 
kids at their worst, when I saw them shine the 
inexorable demands of the job became less 
taxing. Swimming was an integral part of the 
Wediko program. Playing in the water al- 
lowed the kids to expend huge amounts of 
energy and rid themselves of frustration. I 
especially loved joining their play in the lake. 
We created games where I taught them cer- 
tain phrases to say if they wanted me to pull 
them. Soon these nine and ten year-olds were 
chanting lines from Indigo Girls' songs, and 
phrases like, "To boldly go where no one has 
gone before: Underwater!" or "Fasten your 
seatbelts, it's going to be a bumpy night," 
(Bette Davis' classic line in "All About Eve.") 
The kids didn't even realize what they were 
saying, they just knew it meant a pull around 
the lake, but I derived the sweetest pleasure 
hearing these words from their mouths. 
Half of the Hawks were on some form of 
medication. All the children at Wediko who 
were on medication had been taking it before 
they arrived. They used it for the usual rea- 
sons: depression, anxiety, psychosis, atten- 
tion deficit hyperactivity disorder. All my 
boys were completely aware of what medica- 
tions they were taking and why they needed 
them. As one of them once said, "I'm not 
lyin', man, I swear, but before I was on my 
meds, when I was in school, I would throw 
desks around class..." We tried reduction of 
meds for two of the boys; the results were 
telling. John, who has Turrett's syndrome, 
reduced his meds by an eighth, and his be- 
havior went to an extreme level of hyperac- 
tivity. His tics (a symptom of Turret's), such 
as swearing, spitting, and flicking off, multi- 
plied drastically as well. He eventually went 
back to his previous dosage, but this severe 
alteration in behavior allowed me to under- 
stand the necessity of medications for chil- 
dren. It make their life more bearable, and if 
they are able to maintain control, it lessens 
their chances of run-ins with peers, abusive 
guardians, or the police. - 
It would be impossible to record all the 
humor and progress I witnessed this sum- 
mer, but it was enough to make me lose all 
my beginning apprehensions and develop a 
strong attachment to my work. Wediko was 
a lifestyle, and one I grew to love. The leeches 
in the water, the bats in my room, the sand in 
my bed, the weekly shower, the bad food, the 
kids' pissy sheets, the mosquitoes, all these 
bothersome conditions soon had no effect on 
me. the kids were my primary concern. One 
of the first questions people usually ask me is, 
"How can you send them back to their abu- 
sive environments after Wediko?" Perhaps 
this seems cruel, but the main goal of Wediko 
is to offer these children a taste of another 
lifestyle. If they should never see that accom- 
plishment or acquisition is possible without 
violence or lying or stealing, would they ever 
trust that it is within their reach? 
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A porn editor's portrait of American women? 
By Ellis Avery 
WOMEN: American Women in Their 
Own Words , Mark Baker. New York, 
Simon and Schuster, 1990. 
If s the premise of the book that first 
makes me edgy. Mark Baker, former 
editor of Hustler and author of two books 
called NAM and COPS, decides to inter- 
view one hundred women, transcribe 
parts of their narratives, and "Through 
their individual stories, to assemble a 
composite portrayal of the experience of 
being female in contemporary America." 
In a candidly-worded introduction, he 
seems to set forth his biases by describ- 
ing the backgrounds of the women he 
chose to interview: "The majority ...were 
white and middle class, although my 
interviews included a few black women, 
one woman of Mexican-American de- 
scent, one Asian-American. 
"Three-quarters of them had been 
married at some point in their lives. Half 
of them were married when I spoke with 
them or had some other more or less 
stable relationship with a man. Five 
women told me they were lesbians." 
After this introduction, the book pro- 
ceeds in five sections prefaced by Baker, 
and concludes with four lengthy narra- 
tions from different women. The main 
five sections are arranged in half- to four- 
page stretches of a woman's voice, with 
line spaces in between. The women are 
not named. 
I find this book both engaging and 
enraging: viscerally, in taking in the lives 
of these women, and intellectually, in 
wondering if I trust Mark Baker. The 
appropriate question is not, "Is this book 
good?" — without 
a doubt, it is pow- 
erful and revela- 
tory — but, "Can 
this book be valu- 
able?" 
The voices in the 
book, though 
nameless and pos- 
sessed of an uncanny consistency, seem 
very human, full of pain, thought, and 
often wisdom. They make me aware of 
how strangely most writers, especially 
those of autobiography, see their own 
lives, how much structure and meaning 
they put on what they live. These stories, 
while relating events as wrenching or 
more so than any you'd read in an auto- 
biography, seem not so much trite as 
episodic, only barely interpreted by their 
tellers. I mean, given the range from 
obituary column to six-volume-memoir- 
and- philosophy, these stories land way 
on the dry side of the scale. Yet still 
they're beautiful and moving, these 
women, just talking about being alive. 
I'd look up and think, "So this is how 
TH LOWDOWN 
For those of you new and returning to 
the social scene in this area, here is our 
limited list of entertainment suggestions 
on and off campus. The Lowdown: 
THEATER 
At the Walnut Street Theatre on 9th 
and Walnut, three Russian plays by 
Alexander Ostrovsky are showing Octo- 
ber 6 to November 11: THE HOT SPOT: 
thieves, scheming ladies, and secret 
meetings; the satirical FAMILY AFFAIR; 
and the hilarious DIARY OF A SCOUN- 
DREL. (925-6885) 
Neil Simon's BAREFOOT IN THE 
PARK opens September 20 at the Plays 
and Players Theater (1714 Delancy St., 
735-0630) 
Four guys who pump gas join in song 
and dance with the Cupp sisters in PUMP 
BOYS AND DINETTES through Janu- 
ary 28 at the Society Hill Playhouse (507 
S. 8th St., 923-0210) 
EXHIBITS 
"OUT OF THE WOODS," a fascinat- 
ing outdoor exhibit of works focusing on 
nature as their subject at the Horticul- 
tural Center through December 1 
(Belmont Avenue and Horticultural 
Drive, 625-8250) 
Through December 31 at the Philadel- 
phia Maritime Museum is "Dr. Franklin 
Sails," illustrating Franklin's observa- 
tions qn ocean travel (321 Chesnut Street, 
925-5439) 
At the Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
an exhibit of 25 preparatory studies, will 
be showing through November 25 (Park 
Way at 26th St., 763-8100) 
MOVIES 
The Bryn Mawr theater is showing 
PRESUMED INNOCENT and AFTER 
DARK MY SWEET (Lancaster west of 
Bryn Mawr Ave, 525-2662) 
GHOST and THE FRESHMAN are 
playing at Eric Twin Ardmore (34 Lan- 
caster Ave., 642-2000) And POST- 
CARDS FROM THE EDGE is showing 
currently at the Eric theater in Wynne- 
wood. (252 E. Lancaster, 649-5252) 
At the Ritz on 214 Walnut St., WILD 
AT HEART, David Lynch's latest, CIN- 
EMA PARADISO, an Italian storyline 
with English subtitles, MAY FOOLS, a 
look at the 1968 Paris uprising, PRE- 
SUMED INNOCENT, a courtroom 
drama of political corruption, and 
DREAMS, Akira Kurosawa's new film 
with stunning visuals are currently play- 
ing (925-7900) 
NIGHTLIFE 
Some places you might check out: 
Khyber Pass usually has live bands and 
Tuesdays are Reggae nights (556 S. 2nd 
St., 440-9683). J. C. Dobbs is small and 
crowded but a lot of fun (304 South St., 
925-4053). Hepburn's is a women's bar 
where you can drink, dance and even 
play pool (254 S. 12th St., 545-8088). And 
closer to campus PHISH will be per- 
forming on September 29 at 23 East Caba- 
ret where live bands are almost a nightly 
occurence, and for just drinking or hang- 
ing-out Kelly's and Marita's are popular 
bars on the Main Line. 
ON CAMPUS 
On campus, a variety of activities are 
scheduled for the immediate future: the 
Bryn Mawr film series is showing l on 
Sept.27, and that following weekend 
(October 4&5) I will be shown Friday 
night in Thomas and Saturday night in 
Stokes. 
The Bryn Mawr social calendar for 
October begins October 3 with the BMC 
vs. HC soccer game at 4 pm. Later that 
evening Coffeehouse begins at 9 pm in 
the main lounge with JOANNA HO. On 
October 5 BMC will again meet HC on 
the athletic field for a field hockey match 
and in Thomas Great Hall that night the 
EXTREME KEYS will perform. The ever 
popular tradition of Lantern Night is set 
for dusk (approx. 7 p.m.) on October 7. 
On October 10, Coffeehouse is in the cafe 
but theartist has not yet beert announced. 
Compiled by Amanda Jensen 
and Julia K. Smith 
ordinary people remember..." 
And then, startled, I'd return to the 
question of the author's trustworthiness. 
I could examine Mark Baker's earlier 
work as an editor of soft-core pornogra- 
phy and on those grounds wonder at his 
ability to present the truth about Ameri- 
can women. But 
there's something 
more basic at stake 
here: the notion of 
"the truth about 
American 
women." Baker's 
objective, that 
"composite por- 
trayal", smacks of the American melt- 
ing-pot myth, or, to use his own imagery, 
the Bride of Frankenstein, a monster 
stitched together from different women's 
body parts. 
Reading this collage, I am awed by the 
power of the arranger over the material: 
"Why this voice?" "Why this juxtaposi- 
tion?" "What's being cut here?" One 
hundred women's voices sifted through 
Baker's mind: are we getting the voices 
or Baker? And more, he's presenting it as 
truth; unlike most authors, he doesn't 
just want the readers to suspend their 
disbelief, but wholly to believe. 
The book is set on foundations that beg 
question, not for the stories, but how 
they're told: by choosing this part of this 
story, whaf s Baker saying about him- 
self? And further: by distrusting Baker, 
what am I saying about myself? 
So. I expect the book is valuable, least 
of all as "a composite portrayal of the 
experience of being female." If s valu- 
able to no small degree as literature, both 
for its arrangement and for the bleak 
beauty of the stories inside. I'd find it 
most valuable, though, to read the book 
for how it undermines itself, read it not 
for the answers, but the good questions. 
Bryn Mawr College Performing Arts Series opens with the African-American 
Dance Ensemble led by director Chuck Davis on Friday, October 5th at 8:15 pm 
in Goodhart. The Company, established in 1968, presents colorful recreations of 
African dance and ritual. The performances, which include singing, live music 
and movement, encompass and involve the whole audience. A reception will 
follow the performance. Student tickets are $1 with bi-college ID, free for 
volunteer ushers. 
As a part of a two day residency at Bryn Mawr (October 4th-5th), theCompany 
will hold a master dance class in Pern Dance Studio. Anyone interested in 
participating should sign up on the list outside the studio. Space is limited. 
singing surrounds 
us, but some don't know, 
like me, the songs 
the ways they're sung 
and then 
a separateness 
follows 
which blooms exponentially 
digging its trench 
in the soil we share. 
Kaia Huseby 
p 
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Drama flourishes again 
Coming Attractions 
ON CAMPUS: 
"Woodcuts and Watercolors" 
Anne Skoogfers: Prints and Painting 
September 27th-October 12th, 1990 
Campus Center Gallery, 12 - 5pm 
Reception: September 27th, 4:30-6:30pm 
African-American Dance Ensemble 
October 5th, 1990 
Goodhart, 8:15pm 
Tickets $1, at the door or call 526-5210 
Women writers at BMC 
By Viktoria Maxon 
"If s nice to be read to—it can be very 
provocative and challenging, but also 
very soothing." Jane Wilkinson should 
know of what she speaks. Director of the 
Arts Program at Bryn Mawr College, she 
is co-founder of the Women Writers 
Series, now in its sixth year. 
The series saw its 
inception in early 
1985 when Wilkin- 
son met with crea- 
tive writing instruc- 
tor Christopher 
Davis, himself a 
published author, to 
attempt to fill a niche 
and a need. They decided to create an 
informal context where locally and na- 
tionally known writers could meet with 
students and the larger Bryn Mawr 
community to share their gifts and ex- 
change ideas. 
With the help of 
a grant from the 
Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania 
Council on the 
Arts, Wilkinson 
and Davis set up 
evening readings 
with women such 
as Mary Oliver and 
Cynthia Ozick. 
Their goal was to 
expose students 
and others to a 
mixture of estab- 
lished and emerg- 
ing writers, and to 
let the groups in- 
teract and learn 
from each other. 
Eventually the 
creators of the Se- 
ries changed its 
format and func- 
tion to its present 
state. A reading for 
the general public 
occurs at 
lunchtime, and a 
more intense 
workshop follows 
that is coordinated 
with a class such 
ascreative writingorpoetry. "Wethought 
it would be more effective in conjunction 
with the academic program. Anyone is 
welcome to sit in and participate, but the 
core basis is always a class," said Wilkin- 
son. 
Guests are decided upon in a variety of 
ways, but mostly from suggestions of the 
faculty and students in the writing classes. 
The coord inators welcome any new ideas 
for speakers. 
This year's program features four writ- 
ers whose work ranges from poetry to 
plays to fiction. 
Marilyn Hacker, an established poet 
who has published seven books and can 
be found in numerous anthologies, will 
appear at the Centennial Campus Center 
on October 23 with support from the 
Faculty Committee on Feminism and 
Gender Studies. Known as a women's 
poet, Hacker has been described by Carol 
Oates as "emo- 
tionally gener- 
ous^ poet of wit, 
sensuality, and 
ever-present skill 
who deepens and 
expandsourcon- 
ception of what it 
istobeawoman." 
She has been published in one form or 
another since the early seventies, and has 
won many grants and awards for her 
work, including a Guggenheim fellow- 
ship and the National Book Award in 
Poetry for Presentation Piece. 
Gail Adams, 
an author of short 
fiction, will be here 
November 13. 
Adams has pub- 
lished two story 
collections, a novel, 
and several other 
short stories. The 
Purchase of Order, 
her debut in 1986, 
was critiqued in the 
Chicago Tribune as 
a work of "compel- 
ling sensibility ... 
the stories wring 
truth from passion 
and pain and mad- 
ness, and finally 
from hope." 
Coming Feb- 
ruary 19 is Phila- 
delphia play- 
wright/critic Kim- 
mika Williams. 
Black culture and 
history are the 
subjects of several 
of her eight plays. 
Her most recent 
one, "AWAKE!" 
was staged at 
Philadelphia's 
Bushfire Theatre late last year, and was 
written "to remind people of the richness 
[of the black experience of the 1940's] as 
well as what they shouldn't forget," said 
Williams. 
Lynne Sharon Schwartz will be ap- 
pearing March 26. She has written four 
award-winning novels, and her stories 
have been anthologized in The Best 
American Short Stories. Her most recent 
novel is titled Leaving Brooklyn, and is 
the story of a young woman coming of 
age in New York. 
By Alessandra Djurklou 
In an academic community such as 
ours, where minds are sharpened and in- 
tellects challenged, it is certain that crea- 
tive ideas will flourish in some theatrical 
form. This community has an incredible 
amount of dramatic activity going on 
(not counting those little everyday dra- 
mas that trouble us), which is surprising, 
considering our size and lack of time to 
be involved in extracurricular activities 
(such as have a 
social life). Even 
more amazing is 
the variety that 
these groups have 
to offer to those 
who are interested 
in theatre; practi- 
cally   the  whole 
spectrum of people's dramatic tastes is 
covered, from those who like to work in 
experimental theatre dealing with 
semiotics and textures of meaning and 
image, to those who want to write and 
direct their own plays, to those who want 
to incorporate music and dance, to those 
who wish to stage plays in a more casual 
atmosphere, and to those who wish to 
stage comedies, dramas, or any and all 
dramatic texts. The theatrical spectrum 
in this community can be said to be cov- 
ered (and if not, students who wish to do 
so will certainly fill in any voids), and 
although some may claim that each the- 
atrical endeavor is radically different 
from the other, at least, on completely 
different ends of this spectrum, these 
groups' shared interests in theatre bend 
the spectrum into a circle, (much the way 
a rainbow is truly supposed to appear) 
each of the ends touching the other. 
The theatre department at Bryn Mawr 
(which serves both Bryn Mawr and 
Haverford) has the somewhat compli- 
cated task of combining academics with 
entertainment. While the two are not 
mutually exclusive, this juxtaposition has 
helped the theatre department develop 
its own philosophy, which focuses more 
on themes, images, language, and semiot- 
ics, than on drawing its audience into a 
dramatic world where they are comfort- 
able and untouched by the action on 
stage. Rather, it tries to distance the 
audience and make it see the tools the 
director and actors use to represent a 
production. This semester it is staging 
"Hamlet", or rather, as Mark Lord, direc- 
tor of theatre, points out, an adaptation 
of "Hamlet", which involves the cutting 
down of a five and a half hour text to a 
ninety-minute performance. William 
Shakespeare's "Hamlet" is treated much 
as a n old Greek myth in that it is assumed 
that most of its audience already knows 
something of the play. The plot line will 
be there, some of the lines will be there, 
but most of the 
focus will go on 
the thematic struc- 
ture, structure of 
image, and sym- 
bolism. "Hamlet" 
will be performed 
November 9-11 
and 15-17 in 
Goodhart auditorium. 
"Broadway South" is a student run 
company .interested, in the words of 
Robert Barry, one of its members, in "pro- 
viding quality musical theatre in the tri- 
co and surrounding communities". Be- 
gun in '87 by two students who gradu- 
ated in '90, Broadway South has staged 
both large and small shows, such as The 
Fantasticks, Baby, The Pajama Game, 
Godspell, The Mystery of Edwin Drood, 
and last semester's popular West Side 
Story. Now that founders Dave Fougere 
and John Maclay have graduated, Broad- 
way South carries on under new man- 
agement. Sophomore Robert Barry, along 
with junior Robert Fenstermacher, are 
the directors of this semester's fall musi- 
cal, "Sweet Charity". The musical direc- 
tor is Tom Hastings, the producer is 
Christopher Ptomey, and the tech direc- 
tor Gemma Lee. Auditions for "Sweet 
Charity" are September 26th. Perform- 
ance dates are November 29th, 30th, and 
December 1st in Goodhart at 8PM. 
"Soup to Nuts" is the bi-co dinner 
theatre company. Currently in produc- 
tion is "A Rehearsal for Murder", di- 
rected by Reena Freedman, produced by 
Lisa Morenoff, and tech directed by 
Wendy Semsel. The performance dates 
are October 25th in Rhoads Dining Hall 
and October 26th in the dining center. 
The second production for this semester 
will be "Blithe Spirit", directed by Jamie 
Tortorello. Performance dates for this 
show are November 14th and 16th. Soup 
to Nuts is a fairly new company, set up 
last semester in affiliation with Broad- 
way South, premiering with "You're a 
Good Man Charlie Brown." Now Soup 
to Nuts is an independent company. 
Headed by Alyssa Landa, Soup to Nuts 
is the one company this semester doing 
two shows. Soup to Nuts' basic philoso- 
phy is to stage all sorts of theatre in a 
smaller, dinner theatre atmosphere. 
"Footlights" is a brand new theatre 
company on campus, mainly interested 
in helping those who write their own 
material see it staged in a comfortable yet 
creative atmosphere. 
Wanting to get away from compli- 
cated technical equipment and cumber- 
some sets, Footlights' main goal is to be 
small and mobile without sacrificing any 
of its creativity or ability to stage interest- 
ing and well-written material. They will 
perform in places where one does not 
usually see performances on this and 
Haverford's campus, hoping also to 
eventually take shows on the road to 
Swarthmore,UPenn,and other universi- 
ties in the area. Right now Footlights is 
looking for student written scripts for 
their first "Smoker", to be staged as a 
coffeehouse performance sometime in 
the middle of November. Auditions for 
this "Smoker" will beset the first week of 
October. 
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WIMS must look to themselves for role models 
By Mary Ellen Hunt 
This past summer I was introduced to 
a young man of presumably moderate 
intelligence. In the course of our conver- 
sation, he asked me what my major was. 
"Astronomy and physics," quoth I. 
There was a brief moment of contem- 
plative silence, and then, "But you're 
pretty..." 
I was tempted to say, "I know. But I 
was just a shade too short to be a Ford 
model." 
Another scene. Early this year my 
boyfriend and I, while waiting vainly for 
the Blue Bus, were offered a lift by two 
Haverfordians who were driving past 
the Campus Center. After the initial 
friendly questions (name, year, location 
of domicile) came THE question: "So 
what are you majoring in?" 
"Math," responds my boyfriend. They 
seem mildly impressed and nod sagely. 
"And you?" A warm smile comes at 
me via the rear view mirror. 
"Astronomy and physics," I say. 
"Oh." 
There really aren't words to describe 
an expression like the one on his face, 
and they never said another word to me 
for the entire trip. 
I'm becoming inured to this kind of 
reaction slowly, but surely. I've found 
that as a woman in science, I'm peered at 
with a particular curiosity, as though I 
were some bizarre form of alien insect. 
"Behold! A Woman Physicist, and heaven 
help us, one that doesn't look like Albert 
Einstein with breasts!" 
The truth is that WIMS (Women in 
Math and Science) may look like women 
of any other profession: short or tall, 
plain or pretty, dressed in leather Gucci 
shoes and two piece suits, or camouflage 
jumpsuits and combat boots, and it will 
have nothing to do with the quality of her 
mind. 
However, WIMS suffer from more than 
just ill-conceived stereotypes of exactly 
what a woman scientist should look like. 
Although various disciplines of science 
seem to have varying degrees of prob- 
lems, the basic core of these difficulties 
always seems to be the same. There is a 
lack of strong women role models in 
science; media images of scientists that 
we have all grown up with are those of 
older men in white lab coats or nerdy 
younger men with the cliche plastic 
pocket pen protectors. In addition to 
which, family, friends, even professors 
can offer subtle, or not-so-subtle hints 
that science isn't a pursuit for "nice" 
girls. Probably nearly every woman in 
math or science at one time or another 
has heard something to the effect of, 
"What's a nice girl like you doing in 
physics, of all things?" or "Isn't that a 
little hard for you?" or Do you really like 
chemistry?" or even, "You know, they 
always say that men are better at math." 
Imagine if you will, someone saying to a 
man, "But why should a nice boy like 
you want to trouble yourself with a tough 
subject like physics?" or "Don't take 
biology. Boys like you should be study- 
ing happy things." 
This attitude, however, that women 
aren't quite cut out mentally for the rig- 
ors of science, insinuates itself quietly 
into the lab, the classrooms and the of- 
fices until women actually begin to be- 
lieve that they can't do science. Even 
here at Bryn Mawr, it is not unheard of 
for women to be discouraged from tak- 
ing math or science classes or for women 
of only moderate grades to be allowed to 
sink into obscurity and drop out of sci- 
ence majors, lacking support or merely 
words of encouragement from their 
professors... even at a women's college. 
In the classrooms, women are often in- 
terrupted by professors or other male 
students, while they are trying to make a 
remark or ask a question. In fact, I once 
tried to have a conversation with a sci- 
ence professor during which he inter- 
rupted my comments no less than a dozen 
times, whereas I.could not manage to 
interrupt him once, because I had both a 
softer voice, and a more polite upbring- 
ing. It had been almost like conversing 
with a steamroller and I came out of the 
interview in tears. 
Some women fights against this kind 
of situation by becoming more outspo- 
ken and aggressive, as a defensive mecha- 
nism, knowing that they will likely never 
be heard otherwise. These WIMS are then 
called bitchy and loudmouthed, because 
it certainly isn't proper for a woman to 
try and compete in a man's world by 
attempting to make men listen to her. A 
friend recently told me, though, that she 
was regretful that, as a woman, she had 
had to take on what appeared to her to be 
male shortcomings in order to be taken 
seriously in science. 
For more retiring women, the problem 
can be even worse, since they may not 
want to stand out in a group of male 
scientists. Many women find that they 
play down their femininity by dressing 
in jeans and pants and never skirts or 
dresses, by eschewing makeup, or jew- 
elry, all in an effort to keep from having 
special attention or scrutiny drawn to 
themselves simply because they are 
women. 
Another part of the difficulties inher- 
ent in classroom situations has to do with 
never knowing how the men are prepar- 
ing for classes or how they are doing in 
the class. For instance, one year, I took a 
very difficult upper level physics class. 
Discussing the class with other women, I 
found that they were having the same 
troubles I was having. However, there 
were more men in the class than women 
and they appeared to be comprehending 
things quite well, which made us won- 
der if it was only the women who were 
having problems. Because of this, we 
asked few questions in class. I know that 
I, for one, didn't want to be the one 
holding up the class with my stupid 
questions, and so I never asked for clari- 
fications, imagining that I would figure 
things out later. Disastrous, I can assure 
you and NEVER to be recommended. 
Then one day, I was talking to another 
woman an done of the men from the 
class. We asked him something about the 
lecture, and he said, a little incredulously, 
"I have no idea. What? You think I un- 
derstand what's going on in that class 
just because I'm a man? All those men in 
there are faking it!' It was a comment of 
indescribable comfort, and oddly, it had 
never occurred to me. 
Only recently have scientists, both male 
and female, begun to articulate publicly 
the particular problems that face women 
who wish togo in to science or math. And 
now there is certainly a heightened 
awareness of what might be done: Atten- 
tion given by professors as to how much 
of class time is spent answering male 
students and much is given to female 
students. Establishing women in more 
visible academic or research positions in 
science so they may in rum act as role 
models for other women. More careful 
support of women students through 
groups such as Women in Math and 
Science. These are but a few of the op- 
tions. 
I think I would be safe in saying that 
many of us simply want to be seen as 
fully competent scientists or mathemati- 
cians, and who would like to be judged 
on strength of mind, and not chromo- 
somes. We ought to be able to accom- 
plish this without having to fight every 
step of the way against overt and tacit 
sexism. 
Women in Math and Science meets 
every Thursday night in the coop at 
Haverford at 9:00 p.m. On October 4, 
1990, we will be holding an open meet- 
ing to which all students, male and fe- 
male, and all faculty are welcome. 
Dykes to Watch Out For 
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Hi, kids! Welcome to Sex 101. 
Is everybody in the right classroom? 
Anybody who's not, please raise your 
hand. I'd like to see you after class. No, 
this is not Intro to Bible Studies; that 
meets next door. 
Let me just introduce myself: I am not 
a sex-crazed maniac. I am not the person 
your mother warned you about. I'm just 
your everyday, regular, feminist-type gal 
who happens to believe that sexual pleas- 
ure can only be attained by open, honest 
dialogue about sex. 
So, let's dialogue. 
Actually, lef s set out some ground 
rules. 
1) The opinions expressed in this column 
in no way represent the views of this 
newspaper or its staff. I am only speak- 
ing from my perspective as a white, lower 
middle-class woman from San Francisco. 
2) Everything expressed here should be 
scrutinized, criticized, and analyzed from 
your perspective. If it helps you in the 
journey towards your "secret garden" o' 
luv, fantabulous! If not, please realize 
that the first law of sexuality is "Different 
strokes for different folks." 
3) If you disagree with my opinions, if 
you are offended, if your experience has 
been different, please express yourself, 
open up some dialogue in our commu- 
nity, break the silence, speak out. Be- 
cause dialogue about sex is exactly what 
the Bryh Mawr community needs. 
There's a saying that goes, "Every- 
body always talks about sex, but nobody 
does anything about it." Thaf s our prob- 
lem. 
We so constantly debate issues of sex- 
ual orientation that any discussion of our 
actual sex lives gets swept under the rug. 
The straight women are so busy dealing 
with their homophobia or questioning 
their sexual orientation for the first time, 
that they have no time or energy to ex- 
plore other aspects of their sexuality. The 
lesbian women are so overwhelmed with 
challenging homophobia and patriarchal 
definitions of sexuality, that exploring 
sexual pleasure pales beside decisions of 
coming out to whom, when, and where. 
And the bisexual women at Bryn Mawr 
just fade into the background because 
they are not included in either group. 
Having no voice, they have no space, no 
"turf" in which to openly explore sexual- 
ity. We are so preoccupied by how si- 
lenced we feel by each other that we 
never address the silence surrounding 
our sexual feelings, desires, and experi- 
ences. 
Sometimes late at night with our 
friends, however, conversations shift 
towards sex. Maybe we talk about losing 
our virginity, or still being a virgin. Maybe 
about how our mothers shaped our be- 
liefs about sex. Glimpsing for a moment 
that our feelings about sex are not so 
uncommon; that under all of the raucous 
"I'm-so-horny-I-want-to-get-laid" talk 
during midterms, sometimes our friends 
don't like it either, or feel afraid also. Our 
pleasure, our liberation Ues in these dis- 
cussions. Discovering that our fears, our 
shame, our tum-ons do not damn us to 
isolation. Realizing that our bodies can 
be both our friends and our enemies, that 
other women also feel betrayed by our 
bodies, as well as gaining great pleasure 
from them. Learning that our fantasies 
are not abnormal, that our pleasure is not 
deviant leads us to the joy of intimacy 
with women on the basis of shared expe- 
rience. 
If dialogue, open discussion of sex, can 
bring us closer to each other, why do we 
shy away from it? Why can't we talk 
about sex with a straight face (pardon the 
expression)? Why won't we risk that 
vulnerability with even our closest 
friends? 
Because the patriarchy forces us to see 
ourselves as separated by sexual orienta- 
tion, instead of bound together by the 
common experience of female sexuality. 
The real threat to the power structure in 
our society is women enjoying sex, en- 
joying our bodies, feeling the power 
inherent in our sexuality. Because once 
women feel that power, we can begin 
using it, sharing it. We will no longer be 
subject to the manipulations of the patri- 
archy. We will no longer be forced to fit 
our sexuality into the contortions of pa- 
triarchally defined sex. 
- Kalyani Broderick 
Dispelling pelvic exam trepidation 
By Thea Gray 
Pelvic exams. The words send a shud- 
der through many women's bodies, 
whether they have experienced one be- 
fore or not. The fear of pelvic exam is one 
of those community fears that is passed 
on from our mothers, to our sisters, to 
our friends; however we inherit this fear, 
we almost inevitably pass it on. It is 
another event in our lives which we can 
grumble about in unity; our periods, our 
exams, our pelvic exams. As much fun as 
they are to groan about, they are a neces- 
sary procedure, as important as the yearly 
dentist appointment or physical. 
The term 'pelvic exam' has taken on a 
wider definition. What most people refer 
to as a pelvic exam is actually a gyneco- 
logical exam, of which the pelvic exam is 
only one part. What is most important 
about a gynecological exam, or any other 
medical procedure, is that we feel in 
control of the situation. If you have a 
question, ask. If you feel uncomfortable, 
tell your practitioner, and ask them to 
slow down or explain exactly what they 
are doing, and for what reason. If you 
expect that you will be uncomfortable or 
unwilling to speak up during the exam, 
bring a friend along to voice your con- 
cerns. If it is not the procedure but your 
practitioner you are uncomfortable with, 
look into finding a new one for your next 
exam. 
It is recommended that women have 
pelvic exams once a year. There are three, 
and sometimes four, parts to the stan- 
dard gynecological exam. The first is the 
pelvic exam during which the practitio- 
ner visually checks for unusual discharge, 
lesions and any irritation of the vulva. 
The practitioner then examines the vagi- 
nal walls for signs of infection, discolora- 
tion, damage, lesions or growths. The 
pelvic exam can be used to determine, if 
relevant, which types of birth control are 
safest and best suited for you. The sec- 
ond part is the pap smear will be used as 
a check for abnormal cervical cell growth, 
which is an indication of possible cancer, 
and as test for gonorrhea. The third sec- 
tion, the bimanual exam, is an abdomi- 
nal exam of the uterus to determine the 
Lady Oracle's Horoscope 
Romance and the Aries Mawrtyr 
She is a strong, attractive, and passion- 
ate woman. Yes, I know that that is to- 
tally accurate and simply fantastic. But 
in order to keep the flame of love (and/ 
or lust) burning between both of you, 
you need to be as much in love with the 
idea of being in love as she is. She may 
have one, five, or several attachments, 
but all of them have something in com- 
mon, and that is a display of the wonder- 
ful Aries ability to make an affair gain 
momentum every step of the way. If you 
are gentle and patient with her, things 
generally don't come to a screeching halt. 
But they could, and generally do come to 
a halt if you are pushy and insensitive. 
Or even mildly unfaithful. When it 
comes to the person she loves, the Aries 
Mawrtyr is possessive. Her possessive- 
ness is generally flattering and seldom 
stifling, but that doesn't mean that you 
shouldn't treat it seriously! Her moods 
can be scarlet and her temper red-hot. 
You might as well believe me, if s easier 
— though less interesting — than trying 
to discover it yourself. 
She is extremely faithful by nature, 
however, and if for some very sad rea- 
sons, she loses interest in you, you can 
derive some comfort from the fact that 
she's usually as upset about it as you are. 
That is unless you are one of those in- 
credibly difficult Water Signs that actu- 
ally take pride in insisting that their 
emotions run deeper than those of every- 
one else! 
Keep in mind the fact that she is very 
sentimental and a little self-centered. Red 
roses (I mean red, not the half-hearted, 
half-dead pink types), love poetry (not 
too mushy please!), playing her favourite 
kind of music while you're thinking — 
and she's talking — about how much 
you love each other, etc. and more etc., 
work wonders as far as enhancing your 
relationship goes! Remember that she is 
a dynamic Fire Sign and can often be 
dominating in a relationship, even if she 
is one of the more subdued Aries 
Mawrtyrs, and none of them are totally 
subdued! Smile and put up with it, be 
loyal and amusing, and you'll be re- 
warded by having her healthy affection 
and cheerfulness showered upon you. 
And love? Oh yes — all the love she can 
give and more... 
size, shape, and consistency of the uterus, 
ovaries, and fallopian tubes. The fourth 
test is the rectovaginal exam, which is 
not always performed. It also provides 
information about the ligaments of the 
uterus and determines the tone of the 
rectal sphincter muscles and helps to 
detect rectal lesions. 
As part of the gynecological exam, the 
practitioner will ask you a series of ques- 
tions about your family and general 
health, and will administer a series of 
tests and examinations common to a 
general physical such as blood tests, u rine 
tests and eyes, nose and throat examina- 
tions. She or he will also examine your 
breasts for cysts and lumps and instruct 
you in breast self-examination. 
The whole procedure takes about fif- 
teen minutes. To conduct part of the 
pelvic exam and the pap smear, the prac- 
titioner inserts a metal or plastic specu- 
lum into the vagina to view the vaginal 
walls for lesions and to use a Ayre spat- 
ula (which resembles a very thin tongue 
depressor) to take a sample of the cervi- 
cal tissue from outside of the cervix and 
just inside the cervical canal. To conduct 
the bimanual examination, she or he 
inserts two gloved fingers coated with 
lubricant into the vagina while pressing 
on the abdomen and moving the fingers 
in the vagina to determine the size of the 
uterus, tubes and ovaries. The rectovagi- 
nal exam is similar. The practitioner will 
insert one finger into thevagina and one 
into the rectum to feel the shape, size and 
condition of the pelvic organs. 
Many women are uncomfortable with 
the idea of a stranger touching their 
bodies, and because of this the gyneco- 
logical exam seems a terrifying and 
embarrassing prospect. One way to lessen 
the fear and to learn more about your 
body is to examine yourself. A good 
resource for self-examination procedures 
is The New Our Bodies,Oursel ves by the 
Boston Women's Health Book Collec- 
tive. Our Bodies, Ourselves is an excel- 
lent book about women's health issues, 
and was the source of most of the infor- 
mation in this article. 
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Bry« Mawr field hockey in home play. Photo by Jessica Booth. 
BMC field hockey welcomes 
many new players 
By Heidi Glick and Sandy Horning 
Bryn Mawr's field hockey team has 
spent the past few weeks building a 
foundation for the rest of the season. The 
team suffered the loss of six starting sen- 
iors from the class of 1990 but has since 
recruited a number of talented fresh- 
men. Returning upperclassmen include 
co-captains Heidi Glick and Jana Er- 
nokovich, Amy Roberts, Jen Schickler, 
Lakshmi Sadasib, Catie Hancock, and 
Sandy Homing. Twenty-three people in 
all turned out for this year's team. Though 
part of the team is young, the newcomers 
have contributed much support and 
enthusiasm. 
The team's record is 1 and 4. In spite of 
these losses, the team has used games to 
try out different combinations on the 
field and slowly but surely is putting 
together a cohesive squad. In a game 
against Muhlenberg (9/20), Bryn Mawr 
came out strong and held onto a one to 
nothing lead. The midfield worked out 
its kinks, and the defense, particularly 
the goalie, held strong and the offense 
kept Muhlenberg on its toes. However, 
Muhlenberg came out after half-time and 
put in two good goals. Bryn Mawr made 
a valiant effort to turn the game around 
and managed to keep their poise. Big 
games to look for during the rest of the 
season are Haverford, Swarthmore, and 
the Seven Sisters tournament, hosted by 
Vassar, at the end of the semester. 
The hockey team is hoping to organize 
a trip to England at the end of May. 
Throughout the year, they will be raising 
funds to support this effort. One of their 
first events will be a rummage sale on 
Saturday, October 6. 
Despite Seven Sisters loss, 
BMC soccer shows promise 
By Pearl Tesler 
After a grueling pre-season a la coach 
Ray Tharan, and with the assistance of a 
fresh batch of skillful frosh, the Bryn 
Mawr soccer team began this year's sea- 
son with visions of victory. Their expec- 
tations found footing in reality after a 
string of successfully dominated games 
against Textile, Wilkes, and Lehigh. There 
was murmured conjecture that Bryn 
Mawr might walk away with if s first 
Seven Sister's tournament trophy, for, 
while Bryn Mawr soccer is the youngest 
of the Seven Sisters teams and might 
therefore expect a beating from her older 
sisters, Bryn Mawr had the host's advan- 
tage of playing on home turf. 
But tragedy struck the team days be- 
fore the tournament when starting full- 
backs Kris Shepos and Karen Leonard 
found themselves on injured reserve after 
the Lehigh game. With no time to spare 
before the tournament, players were 
shuffled to new positions in an attempt 
to fill the gap left by Karen and Kris. 
Smith was not fooled, however, and 
neither were Vassar nor Swarthmore. 
Thediscombobulated Bryn Mawr squad, 
despite moments of brilliant perform- 
ance, trudged away from the last match 
with eighth place out of eight. 
While one obvious hindrance at Seven 
Sisters had been the dearth of fullbacks 
and the restructuring it necessitated, the 
greater problem, one that continues to 
plague the team, is a lack of aggressive- 
ness. This year, Bryn Mawr has had the 
particular joy of facing many teams that 
cannot phonetically distinguish "soccer" 
from "sock her," teams sporting a level 
of "aggressiveness" that borders on 
sadism. Even so, it remains true that the 
average Mawrtyron the field is less likely 
to risk downing her opponent in pursuit 
of the ball, perhaps reasoning that there, 
but from the brace of sod, go I. Whether 
the motive is politeness of self-preserva- 
tion, the team's proclivity towards pas- 
sivity is definitely a problem. 
One aspect of the team needing no 
improvement resides in the goal box and 
goes by the name "Z.B." Throughout the 
season, goalie Elizabeth Borneman has 
pushed, popped, and punched ball after 
speeding ball from the vicinity of the 
goal with cool poise that would do any 
team proud. Z.B.'s net worth was con- 
firmed when she and powerful Elizabeth 
"Lizard" Hogan were selected for the 
All-Tournament Team at Seven Sister. 
(Smith, winners of the tournament, only 
managed to get one player on the all- 
tournament team, to their vocal dismay.) 
Indeed, the team is so rich in excellent 
soccer players and so benefitted by the 
outstanding coaching of Ray Tharan and 
Neal Abraham that it seems only a mat- 
ter of time before Bryn Mawr soccer re- 
turns to its winning ways, and while 
they have their work cut out for them, in 
this case, if s a labor of love. 
The art of rugby through the eyes of a rookie 
By Viktoria Maxon 
If you've never seen grown women 
get down and dirty and yet retain their 
dignity, we've got something for you. If 
you've always wanted to get down and 
dirty but thought you couldn't risk it, 
you've found your niche. There exists a 
sport for you in which thirty females of 
various persuasions deliberately engage 
in full-body contact in order to score 
points. 
Though you might think so from wit- 
nessing a maul in progress, the sole ob- 
ject of rugby is not to mutilate the oppo- 
nent. A team of 15 ruggers instead seeks 
to score as many "tries" (goals worth 
four points) as they can by the end of two 
30-minute halves. To score a try the team 
must advance the ball to the try zone by 
carrying it (either singly or in a maul or 
ruck), kicking it, passing it backwards 
(there is a crucial off-side rule), or by 
setting up a scrum to push it forward. 
But those are just the mundane aspects 
of rugby, the basic groundrules which 
for many can become an entire philoso- 
phy. This is not to say that ruggers off the 
field (the "pitch" in rugby lingo) solve 
problems by physically hurting people. 
It means that once you've experienced 
rugby you never want to quit. "Rugby 
builds character," said frosh rookie Re- 
nata Razza. 
One of the reasons it is so addictive is 
because it is such a great tension reliever". 
For new people as well as the experi- 
enced, there is so much to think about 
while on the field that there is no time to 
stress about life in general. Also, the team 
mentality is very strong — working to- 
gether is the only way the ball will reach 
the try zone. The camaraderie of team- 
mates and the good will extended to the 
opposing team is continued well into the 
night after every game, when the coaches 
invite everyone over for a festive "tea." 
Being a rookie myself and having ex- 
perienced only one of these occasions, I 
still must say that my personal favorite 
"tea" activity, besides the obvious one, is 
singing rugby songs. All of them vari- 
ations on a theme, they are sung to honor 
certain individuals or to generally bring 
the team closer together. Said Mia Shapiro, 
a sophomore returner and starting scrum- 
half: "Rugby is a very bonding experi- 
ence, literally and emotionally—and we 
have great haircuts." 
Though we have yet to play our first 
game, there is already much excitement 
being generated about rugby and our 
fantastic team. So far there are 29 women 
practicing three times a week at the 
Haverford pitch, where home games take 
place. We are fortunate to be coached by 
a trio of experienced ruggers, Jojo Gunn, 
Oscar Matthews, and Eddie Leyden. We 
exist as a club team, and welcome anyone 
interested at any time. 
So far, rookie participation is very high; 
the new ruggers are Michele Andrews, 
Heather Ashcroft, Tanya Bartucz, Vir- 
ginia Carstens, Angie Corcetti, Eden 
Feuer, Vera Fry, Vipra Ghimire, Metha 
Hampton, Rachel Kulmer, Vicky Maxon, 
Micki Mcelya, Lisa Moore, Elizabeth 
Oliver, and Renata Razza. Veterans in- 
clude Alexandra Butcher, Ca Hie Chenault, 
Liz D* Ama to, Jennifer Frisby, Maryanne-" 
Harding, Mary Johannesen, Kelli Nichols, 
Angie Rapalyea, Jenn Reed, Elizabeth 
Skokan, Mia Shapiro, Captain Car la Tohtz 
and Eleni Varitimos. My apologies to 
anyone I've missed. If s hard to keep up 
with the new people coining out every 
day. 
Even if after all this you don't think 
you'd have tremendous fun being a part 
of the mighty Horned Toads, we still 
encourage you to come support us by 
being a spectator. Junior and veteran 
woman-watcher Kalyani Broderick 
points out that "rugby spectating is an 
art in itself; you can't just stand there and 
cheer inanely. Because the game moves 
so fast it helps to learn whaf s going on, 
who's doing what — but spectating at 
parties takes no skill at all; a simple love 
of beer wiU suffice." 
Our first game, at Princeton, is Sep- 
tember 29; October 6 we play at 
Swarthmore; October 20 Penn comes 
here; November 3 Franklin and Marshall 
is here; NovemberlO is another home 
game against BuckneU, and Novemberl 7 
is still open. If you don't think you have 
time to join us now, there is also a Spring 
season also, which lasts from February to 
the beginning of May. According to 
Captain Carla Tohtz, this is going to be a 
great season: "I'm very excited — we've 
got quite a few talented rookies out and 
everyone's already so psyched." 
SOON TO BE PLAYED 
HOME GAMES 
Field Hockey 
Rosemont, Friday, Sept. 28,4:00 
Ocean Country, Monday, Oct.l, 4:00 
Haverford, Friday, Oct. 5,4:00 
Soccer 
Goucher, Saturday, Sept. 29,2:00 
Haverford, Wednesday, Oct.3,4:00 
Misericordia, Saturday, Oct.6,1:00 
Cross Country & Volleyball 
All events in the near future are away; 
please see schedule in gym for details on 
times and places. 
